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Abstract
Online human action takes on forms which are characteristic of each platform and community. At
the same time, societal phenomena are present in technologically mediated interaction. This
dissertation explores how this kind of complex activity emerges, and how it affects opportunities
for equal participation of minorities. This dissertation explores these issues in a massively
multiplayer online role-playing game, World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004). The
study considers discriminatory practices discernible in World of Warcraft game culture by
describing the discursive network of gender, social ability and the demands of the game. Players
on occasion reference this network to justify valuing aspects of gender and ability in the game
world. In doing so, they aim to preserve the game culture in accordance to their values as the game
environment changes.
The dissertation also analyzes how the game environment affords the emergence of a separate
subculture for players who do not feel a sense of belonging in the mainstream game culture due to
its particular social character. They establish safe practices for themselves and control others’
participation in their communities.
Player practices are approached following the principles of nexus analysis. The research
materials generated consist of the game environment, game culture artefacts and accounts of
player experiences of interaction. Through this process an understanding was formed of the
actions with which players strengthen or subvert the social order of the game world. At the same
time, the multifaceted role of the game environment in these actions was described. Analyzing
World of Warcraft game culture provides an example of how the accessibility of online spaces for
minorities can be studied. The results can also be applied in the creation of accessible games and
gamified applications.

Keywords: ability, equality, gender, nexus analysis, online gaming

Käsmä, Marjukka, Sosiaaliset eroavaisuudet toimintana. Neksusanalyysi
sukupuolen ja toimintakyvyn roolista World of Warcraft -pelikulttuurissa
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Humanistinen tiedekunta, Englannin kieli
Acta Univ. Oul. B 180, 2020
Oulun yliopisto, PL 8000, 90014 Oulun yliopisto

Tiivistelmä
Ihmisten toimintatavat erilaisissa verkkoympäristöissä muotoutuvat kullekin verkkoalustalle ja yhteisölle ominaisiksi. Samalla erilaiset yhteiskunnan ilmiöt ovat läsnä teknologiavälitteisessä
vuorovaikutuksessa. Väitöskirja pohtii, miten tällainen monisyinen toiminta rakentuu ja miten
toiminnan rakentuminen vaikuttaa vähemmistöihin kuuluvien tasa-arvoiseen toimintaan verkkoympäristöissä. Näitä kysymyksiä tutkitaan massiivisen monen pelaajan verkkoroolipelin World
of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) osalta.
Tutkimus tarkastelee World of Warcraft -pelikulttuurissa havaittavia syrjiviä toimintamalleja
kuvaamalla sukupuolen, sosiaalisen kykenevyyden ja pelin vaatimusten diskurssien muodostamaa verkostoa. Tähän verkostoon viittaamalla pelaajat oikeuttavat toisinaan sukupuolen ja sosiaalisen toimintakyvyn arvottamisen pelimaailmassa. Näin toimimalla he pyrkivät suojelemaan
omien arvojensa mukaista pelikulttuuria peliympäristön muuttuessa. Väitöskirja analysoi myös
sitä, kuinka peliympäristössä hahmottuu oma toimintakulttuuri niiden pelaajien kesken, jotka
eivät koe kuuluvansa valtavirtaan pelin omintakeisen sosiaalisen luonteen vuoksi. He luovat
itselleen turvallisia toimintatapoja ja valvovat muiden osallistumisoikeutta yhteisöihinsä.
Tutkimuksen lähestymistapa on neksusanalyyttinen. Analysoitavana aineistona ovat peliympäristö, pelikulttuurin erilaiset artefaktit internetissä sekä pelaajien kokemukset vuorovaikutuksesta. Tutkimusprosessin aikana muodostui kuva käytänteistä, joilla pelaajat vahvistavat ja vastustavat pelimaailman sosiaalista järjestystä, sekä kuva peliympäristön roolista pelaajien toiminnassa. Tutkimus World of Warcraft -pelikulttuurista antaa yhden esimerkin siitä, miten verkkopalveluiden toteutumista voidaan tarkastella vähemmistöryhmien näkökulmasta. Tutkimuksen
tuloksia voidaan hyödyntää myös pelikehitysalalla, kun pyritään luomaan saavutettavia pelejä ja
pelillistettyjä sovelluksia entistä moninaisemmalle käyttäjäkunnalle.

Asiasanat: neksusanalyysi, sukupuoli, tasa-arvo, toimintakyky, verkkopelaaminen
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1

Introduction

Speaking from a Eurocentric perspective, we are experiencing many cultural shifts
since the beginning of the 21st century. Some of them are changes in how we
perceive and consume entertainment, how the domains of work and play
intermingle, and how technologies are not only created and disseminated by the
industry to ‘the consumer’ but are co-created by designers and users alike. With the
ubiquity and relatively easy availability1 of hardware comes more freedom in the
creation of software, given a suitable education and frame of mind. That is, much
of human ingenuity and effort currently goes into developing “apps for everything”,
enabling, for instance, widespread many-to-many interaction online. This
development does not show signs of abating, and so there is a general need to
understand the many roles that digital technology has in social action.
Given the use of technologically mediated action in all walks of life (the
judicial, military, medical, educational, vocational, interpersonal, etc.) I, among
others, am interested in exactly how offline social issues are translated over into
online environments. Since we humans use a multifaceted range of equipment to
sense the world around us and each other in it, we have many ways of creating
understandings of it. Whenever a new technology comes into play, we take some
part of our sensory and conceptual understanding equipment with us into the
interaction we have with, around and through that new technology. In the mediated
discourse analytical (MDA) frame of mind (Scollon, 2001b), how exactly this
happens depends as much on the technology in-use, the person using it, who they
are using it with, and how it was designed. This far-reaching way of looking at
everyday action necessitates a careful consideration of several analytical and
material viewpoints, which I will lay out in this dissertation. I have chosen to view
action through the nexus analytical framework (Scollon & Scollon, 2004), as it
enables the consideration of social phenomena as complex rhizomes (Pietikäinen,
2015; Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) of interconnected elements.
World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) is a massively multiplayer
online role-playing game in the fantasy genre, in which players complete quests to
gain experience points and better equipment for their game-character. While doing
so, they interact with each other in a three-dimensional digital world. This game
and the online game culture around it came to be the research site because they
1

This being very relative, given how these technologies keep developing towards being personalized
and personal, making communal resources more difficult to upkeep, yet remain cost prohibitive to many
individuals.
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have emerged as a context where players in minority groups have faced opposition
and erasure from the player base and game design (see, e.g., Pulos, 2013; Salter &
Blodgett, 2012; Nakamura, 2009; Higgin, 2009; Monson, 2012; Waddell, Ivory,
Conde, Long & McDonnell, 2014; Cote, 2015). Partly the invisibility of minorities
in online environments is still being discovered (Clinkenbeard, 2019).
Yet equal access to gaming as a pastime and as an industry has inherent value
in the same way as access to any field. Changing public opinion has seen larger
numbers of players from all demographics play digital games, both because
growing numbers of people play games and because more people are recognized as
players (Juul, 2009). In the same vein, World of Warcraft is always changing and
adapting to its player-base, as the player-base adapts to the evolving game. In this,
the game is like many long-lasting digital platforms, which have surrounding
cultures emerging through social action in varied online media. This shifting online
social landscape as a site of enquiry merely serves to highlight that World of
Warcraft can be seen as an example of larger societal forces at play through human
social action.
In this shifting landscape, I have traced the movements and relations of
discourses and actions relating to player norms, motives and accepted social
arrangements. Conceptualizing gender and ability as categories of social difference,
I present the issue of inequal access to gaming from several angles: how categories
of social difference have been embedded in World of Warcraft, how they emerge in
player action, and then how players subvert categorization and reject the ways of
interacting which are otherwise available in the game. I have framed this discussion
by describing the broader social landscape of World of Warcraft.
Based on the three perspectives in the analysis to follow, I will explore
elements affecting access to gaming in World of Warcraft through the following
questions:
1.
2.
3.

How do discourses on categories of social difference flow in World of Warcraft
player culture?
What roles do categories of social difference take in player practices?
What enables participation in an environment where categories of social
difference are socially relevant?

These questions cast light on the issue of access by, first, delineating the ways in
which World of Warcraft, as an example, is part of a wide societal network of
discursively generative everyday activities. Second, I inspect how gender and
ability as categories of social difference are present and relevant in actual everyday
14

actions taking place in the game and game culture – in other words, how they come
to be directly influential on the matter of accessibility. Third, I regard the game in
terms of what enables, rather than hinders, participation in it.
The analysis and discussion I present here is based on varied, multimodal
(Norris, 2004) research materials which I have gathered and generated through
participant observation (Scollon & Scollon, 2004; Boellstorff, 2006) in World of
Warcraft player culture (Taylor, 2006a) both in the game and outside it in other
online spaces, following the nexus analysis research strategy (Scollon & Scollon,
2004). The research materials consist of screenshots of and research notes on the
game environment, online discussions on forums and in blogs, game promotional
materials such as websites and trailer videos, online newspaper and magazine
articles, online comics, videos, game guides, and a player survey consisting of
multiple choice and open-ended questions. These materials provided me with many
viewpoints in addition to my own: those of other players, game creators, game
critics and commentators, and people discussing gaming from outside perspectives.
I gathered the materials over a period of years, allowing for a long-term view into
the historicity of action in the game. In presenting my analysis, I strive to use this
entire experiential understanding to provide a rounded discussion of the social issue
at hand. In practice, the analysis of these varied materials is informed by
multimodal and critical discourse analyses.
Through this analysis I show how gender and ability are discursively
positioned as categories of social difference in the game both in game developer
action - game visual and functional design - and in player action. Discourses of
gender and ability are linked with discourses on skill, which are central in World of
Warcraft. Gender and ability as categories of social difference appear as
justification for practices of gatekeeping. I have defined gatekeeping here as acts
which delineate who can belong in a community or identify as such. Through such
practices, individuals are discursively defined as other in their gender or ability.
However, this cultural-material environment also enables individuals to form
communities in which they subvert, as I say above, categorization, and create safe
spaces through critical examination of interaction orders (Goffman, 1971) in the
game.
Though I will initially treat gender and ability separately in the analysis to
follow, my aim is to ultimately draw to light the similarity of the processes through
which inequality is ratified and contested. At the same time, I aim to show nexus
analysis to be useful in considering questions of inequality as intersectional, by
moving the analytical focus to the ways in which categories of social difference are
15

discursively intermingled. This aim necessitates that I discuss these two categories
which, at first glance, appear disconnected from one another, within the same thesis.
Nexus analysis as an approach is oriented towards change and thus can be
related to a pragmatic stance. This dissertation enables this stance by drawing to
light specific points in the rhizomatic network of actors, relationships, and their
environment, at which change could be effected in future research and design. At
the same time this study adds to a growing body of research which uses nexus
analysis to consider online social action.
In the next chapter I will discuss the theoretical underpinnings of this
dissertation, including my intersectional understanding of gender and ability, and
how it relates to belonging in communities, the theory of social action as mediated,
and considerations on online research. Chapter 3 gives a description of the multisited unfolding of the nexus analytical research process which led to this
dissertation. The analysis in chapters 4–6 is presented as three different
perspectives on access to World of Warcraft. Each chapter aims to bring forth
aspects needed to answer the three research questions discussed above, respectively.
I bring the analytical considerations together in chapter 7, where I also discuss how
gender and ability are performed (Butler, 1990), received (Kessler & McKenna,
1978) and created in-action.
Next, I will discuss gender and ability as categories of social difference,
produced through social, mediated action in online spaces.
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2

Categories of social difference viewed as
online social action

In this dissertation, I employ nexus analysis (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) as a research
strategy to explore social action in online environments. My focus is on the social
issue of inequality in gaming culture surrounding a particular game. Two forms of
inequality are under scrutiny here, specifically those that are constituted on the
bases of gender (femininity) and ability (social anxiety). As such, I first have to set
out a number of conceptual and thematical considerations.
First, I will delineate and define the specific issues of gender and ability as
categories of social difference. I will then describe a view of social action as
mediated. Finally, I will discuss relevant aspects of different approaches to
researching human (inter)action online. In this way this dissertation is
interdisciplinary, drawing, as it does, from a diverse range of research with shared
thematical and methodological interests. However, I view this dissertation as a
contribution to online nexus analysis which is often interdisciplinary in nature
(Scollon & Scollon, 2004).
The thematical issues at the core of this dissertation are gender and ability. I
will present these as categories of significant social difference (Lazar, 2005;
Ridgeway & Smith-lovin, 1999) which are intermingled organizing principles for
understanding the social world (Berger & Guidroz, 2009). In this, my analytical
gaze has been informed by intersectional feminist thinking, which regards forms of
inequality as mutually constitutive (Berger & Guidroz, 2009; Hopkins, 2017).
While the ways in which identities and perceptions of humanness can be
understood as intermingled is under continuous debate (see, e.g., Gill & Pires, 2019;
Hopkins, 2017), feminist thinking has moved from patriarchal and binary
conceptualizations to at least striving for intersectionality (Patil, 2013). That is,
feminist researchers interested in intersectionality have set for themselves the task
of becoming ever more aware of the forces that shape their thinking. In this work,
I begin from the stance that this awareness can readily be cultivated in the
framework of nexus analysis, which also regards the social structures of hierarchies
and power as rhizomatic (Pietikäinen, 2015) in nature. Gender, ability and different
human domains of activity, such as gaming, appear nexus analytically as
entanglements (Raudaskoski & Klemmensen, 2019) of discourses and discursively
constituted practices, which intermingle with one another in complex ways.
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2.1

Gender: women and gaming

Online interaction often entails a remove from our every-day interpersonal bodily
realities. We use digital technology with our bodies, and our bodies are part of our
physical reality in the interaction, but a direct inter-bodily aspect is lost. Therefore
much of what is thought to represent gender in everyday life is not automatically
present online, especially in spaces which are anonymous by default. This
necessitates the consideration of what gender is, and what it is in online gaming.
Gender is viewed here in terms of gender performance (Butler, 1990) which is
received and ratified or questioned by an audience (Kessler & McKenna, 1978).
This performance has previously been conceptualized as gender roles which are
taught in childhood and socialized into humans (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004). In any
case, I do not see gender as an essential, inherent part of the human body. Instead I
draw on the MDA concepts of discourses (see section 2.4) and personal experience
as embedded in human bodies and surroundings. These allow us to see gender as a
discursively created shared layer of reality, from which people can draw resources
in their gender performance and reception. Each performative action in turn embeds
new material in the layer.
Naturally this layer of reality is different depending on the makeup of the
people involved in its creation. This has resulted in a network of related and
overlapping gender layers across the globe, including digital spaces.
Despite the non-corporeal anonymity of online game spaces, players in online
games find ways of performing gender roles using tools the online environment
affords (Eklund, 2011). As Kessler and McKenna (1978) note, performance as a
word contains the idea of an audience receiving the performance and making their
own readings of it - once someone has been categorized as being of a gender, their
presentation is read from that perspective. In interaction with one another, players
online learn to perform gender in ways that are received as intended. These
performances and receptions are dependent on ways of understanding gender and
ways of making meaning about it, that is, discourses (Gee, 1990) or gender beliefs.
Gender beliefs, like other discourses, are not neutral: the socially structuring
potential of discourses is based on them carrying values and statements of reality.
Gaming is a highly gendered (Thornham, 2008) and players therefore interact with
one another in environments which are replete with gender discourses. The many
manifestations of these discourses have been studied extensively in several fields.
Gaming is a traditionally male domain (Selwyn, 2007), so much so that the
stereotypical gamer identity is male and female gamers have to shape their
18

identities around the concept of a male gamer (Toft-Nielsen, 2016). In game
marketing and design, gender roles are presented as binary and heteronormative
(Pulos, 2013). Men are presented as more active, central figures and women as
more often supplemental, attractive and sexualized (Miller & Summers, 2007;
Burgess, Stermer & Burgess, 2007; Beasley & Standley, 2002; Dill & Thill, 2007).
Gender roles are also visible in how gamers conduct themselves: men are less likely
to seek out and receive help during game play (Lehdonvirta, Nagashima,
Lehdonvirta & Baba, 2012) due to gendered expectations, while women are aware
of gender expectations (Kerr, 2003) and in many ways conduct themselves with
this awareness.
Research on gamer demographics has, in the past, shown that more men than
women tend to play games such as WoW (Yee, 2006), although these figures are
becoming even. In the game industry attempts have been made to rectify the
inaccessibility of games to female players largely by producing games directed at
women and girls. Some have voiced concerns that this approach is problematic and
unsuccessful (Jenson & de Castell, 2011; Shaw, 2011) as it highlights female
players’ exclusion from mainstream gaming rather than rectifying it, since it
reproduces many of the same gender beliefs about women that are partly upholding
unequal participation in game culture (Shen, Ratan, Cai & Leavitt, 2016).
The emergence and embedding of gender beliefs in the game industry is
sometimes explained by pointing to homogeneity in the industry (Harvey & Fisher,
2015). While the industry has for the most part been largely made up of men (Miller,
2013), it can be argued that the game industry is not truly homogeneous, nor does
it need to be so for it to uphold hegemonic game culture. Game developers
themselves, regardless of gender, are products of game culture, and tend to,
arguably usually without ill will or malice, design and market games in ways that
uphold the status quo both in the industry (Johnson, 2014) and in games themselves.
This contributes to the hegemonic nature of game culture.
Gender beliefs are also visible as contributing to ways of doing research in the
domain of game research in academia. Game research has at times (see, e.g.,
Williams, Consalvo, Caplan & Yee, 2009; Terlecki et al., 2011) studied gender
differences without questioning the validity of gender itself as a category of social
difference. This has necessitated work which, for instance, debunks gender
stereotypes according to which female gamers are less talented and play less than
male gamers (Shen et al., 2016), and entirely refutes the monolithic image of ‘girl
gamers’ (Beavis & Charles, 2007).
19

Much research has therefore gone into the gender beliefs visible in game design,
marketing and the industry, as well as player beliefs, yet less attention has been
paid to the every-day social actions through which gender beliefs circulate in
gaming spaces. Taylor (2006a) calls for such a discussion, which combines
understanding of emergent player culture and technical game artifacts. This
perspective to gaming is similar to that of nexus analysis. NA’s focus on action
allows us to see how emergent culture is shaped by people trying to achieve their
end goals, while every action they take is influenced by their socio-physical
surroundings, their past, present and anticipated future. Similar work has been done
by Harvey (2011) who finds social norms and design together constitute gendered
expectations around children and teens' technology use. Kaye, Gresty and StubbsEnnis (2017) also explore stereotypical perceptions of female players, and find
stereotypes exist, "not necessarily harvested by players' identities within
communities but may derive through more operational functions such as avatar
gender" (p. 1).
Importantly for understanding how gender discourse trajectories flow in WoW,
the potential of game design to shape players’ perceptions of gender roles has been
studied (see, e.g., Miller & Summers, 2007). At the same time, a correlation has
been shown to exist between exposure to and enjoyment of sexist material, and
violent attitudes towards women (Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998). Playing with
sexualized female game-play characters may have a negative impact on player’s
beliefs about women (Behm-Morawitz & Mastro, 2009). Of course, it must be
noted that exposure to such imagery does not necessitate enjoyment of it. Yet game
imagery is in large part geared toward ‘the male gaze’ (Eaton, 2008) and the game
industry often employs objectified imagery of women (see above) which does seem
to suggest that the presenting of stereotypically feminine (i.e. sexualized and
passive) imagery has a positive impact on sales of games. This is not to say players
attracted to women want to be subjected to this imagery, but it does suggest that
some significant parts of the game industry believe that they do.
While studies such as these establish that there is a link between being exposed
to gendered or sexist imagery and learning that these are useful ways of
understanding the world and gender’s role in the world, they do not explore how
exactly these understandings then emerge in real-life action. Considering the
trajectories of these discourses therefore becomes of analytical interest.
Moving on, I will discuss how social ability in gaming has been conceptualized,
before discussing gender and ability together as categories of social difference.
20

2.2

Ability: social anxiety and gaming

Playing digital games requires a marked set of abilities. In creating games, game
designers embed expectations of who is going to play those games in their design.
A simple example could be puzzle game creators who can pay attention to choosing
color palettes which are accessible to people with color blindness. In online game
spaces, such as World of Warcraft, the environment is more complex. With its
layered affordances for action, the game enables many styles of play, with as many
approaches to the game as there are players. The topic is complex, and in this
dissertation, I will focus on one aspect of it: social ability, and the discursive,
material expectations for it embedded in the game space and created in player
action (see, e.g., Beavis & Charles, 2007).
Some research has gone into social ability in online games, but the discussion
has been centered around the possible detrimental effect on offline social skills that
falling back on online gaming may have for players. In earlier research, a
distinction is made in this regard between people who have social anxiety and those
who do not. Social anxiety is defined here as the disproportional fear of social
evaluation (Schlenker & Leary, 1982). People with social anxiety over-estimate the
damage that will be done to their social status by how other people estimate them
in social interaction. In the medical sense it is a type of phobia and is treated with
therapy, gradual exposure and medication.
People with social anxiety appear to be an at-risk group online. Caplan (2007)
finds it is a factor in people preferring to interact online. Online interaction
alleviates loneliness, and people who are lonely offline seem to be more likely to
use the internet in a way that is detrimental to their offline lives (Morahan-Martin
& Schumacher, 2003; Snodgrass et al., 2014) and in ways that can be considered
internet addiction (Lee & Stapinski, 2012). On the other hand, this connection
seems to be exaggerated (Kowert & Oldmeadow, 2013) and in fact, online gaming
may lead to better social skills by offering more varied types of communicative
situations (Visser, Antheunis & Schouten, 2013).
Online interaction is thought to relieve social anxiety because it gives
anonymity and more precise control over self-presentation compared to offline
interaction (Morahan-Martin & Schumacher, 2003; Caplan, 2007; Lee & Stapinski,
2012). This lessens the perceived social risk. This dissertation, however, shows that
contrary to this earlier finding, players experience World of Warcraft and its player
culture as anxiety-inducing especially due to interaction orders which are defined
by anonymity.
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Few game researchers have directed their attention to this topic. Using a
questionnaire, Martončik and Lokša (2016) found that players in general
experience less social anxiety in WoW than offline. However, their study was
administered randomly, and was not focused on people with social anxiety. Anyone
can experience moments of social anxiety without having social phobia (Schlenker
& Leary, 1982) and may very well experience fewer of these on WoW.
In this dissertation social anxiety is not thought of as a diagnosed medical
condition, nor in terms of its offline impact. Instead, social ability and the lack of
social ability emerge as a category of social difference with related discursively
built realities in the game itself. I treat issues in access to gaming as a matter of
social inequality, and therefore as problematic in themselves
2.3

Categories of social difference and the concept of belonging

My definition of both gender and ability is a sociomaterial one. Gender is neither
biological nor cultural entirely (Lykke, 2010), and in the same way abilities, mental
health among them, are both biologically and culturally created. Both gender and
abilities have aspects which are concrete realities, but their meaning in interaction
only comes about and is shaped through interaction - the value of gender or abilities
is not inherent in them but constructed discursively and materially by human
actions.
As gender and ability are seen here as social categorizations, they can be
thought of in terms of belonging in a community – how they are constructed in the
context of either striving for membership, having membership, or as positioning
self or others outside a community.
When it comes to positioning others outside a community, I am using the term
gatekeeping as an umbrella term for practices which delineate who has the right to
claim membership in a community or ownership of an identity. In previous
literature, the term is used to refer to information control (see, e.g., Barzilai-Nahon,
2008), also in the context of newcomers and old timers in communities negotiating
access to them (Lave & Wenger, 1991), but I am employing it here in a wider sense
than the many forms of information control.
The study of belonging and community has long roots in research on social
humans. Building on Bourdieu (1972/1977), Foucault (1980) and Vygotsky (1978),
among others, Lave and Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998) develop the concept of
community of practice as a tool for understanding learning as an activity situated
in the network of relationships between individuals and their surroundings.
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Ryberg and Larsen (2008) point out that the concept of community of practice
may blur useful distinctions between strong and weak ties between people in online
spaces or cast weak ties as not significant. Building on the concept community of
practice, Scollon (2001b) in turn chooses to adopt the term nexus of practice, to
highlight the changing nature of the social makeup of instances where humans act
together, without an actual sense of community being necessarily essential. A nexus
of practice can then become objectified as a community of practice (Scollon,
2001b). This looser concept is useful here, as my analytical focus is not directed so
much at a specific, clearly defined community, but at certain groups and types of
actions which take place over a plethora of different game communities in World
of Warcraft game culture. This tracing of action allows for the consideration of
meaningful events which may occur in relationships characterized both by strong
and weak ties, outside community boundaries and even in contested spaces.
Martinviita (2016, 2017) discusses communities online and uses the concept
of a sense of belonging to mean a feeling originating from within a person, without
one’s surroundings necessarily giving justification for it. Players in a varied and
multi-layered space, such as World of Warcraft, may experience belonging or
ownership of the world around them in this way: the game culture at large may be
indifferent or even hostile at times, but players find a sense of belonging in smaller
pockets of the shared digital environment. Gee (2007) rejects the term community
precisely because it implies belonging, and instead conceptualizes the matter in
terms of affinity spaces, that is, places where people come together because of a
shared goal or interest. For Gee, congregating in affinity spaces is not related to any
other reason outside the shared activity, such as gender. In this sense, I turn away
from Gee’s thinking to specifically regard the role these outside reasons (i.e.,
gender and ability) have in players negotiating their sense of belonging.
Reading on, it will become apparent that I will discuss matters related to gender
and ability without paying much mind to finding out or defining the gender or
ability of the people I refer to. This is because they themselves are not the object of
study - the goal is not for me to define them.
The problem of defining the gender of individuals has been discussed in gender
research, and I would like to extend this discussion to the matter of ability. We can
be justified in questioning what the use of separating people into social categories
in research is. How can gender, for instance, be studied without enhancing the
perceived gender differences? Francis (2010) and Paechter (2006) discuss the
problematic nature of categorizing people by gender. Francis (2010) notes
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If the identification of 'gender' is not to be made via the body, it must be made
via analysis of performed behavior. This raises both the challenge of
identifying and categorizing different behaviors as 'masculine' or 'feminine',
and the risk of stereotyping and/or reification of gender binaries inherent in
such an approach. (p. 478)
The question becomes whether we, as researchers, need to identify and categorize
behaviors as masculine, feminine or gendered at all, thereby posing the risk of
stereotyping and strengthening gender binaries. Such identification relies on the
observer having a full understanding of gender identity in general, and singular
gender identities specifically, which is impossible - gender is felt and performed in
action in ways that escape any outside identification or definition like this.
Arguably there are no performances that are, in themselves, feminine or masculine.
Defining gender as a fixed object of study (Lykke, 2010) is to play a part in
upholding hegemonic structures of inequality (Francis, 2010).
In other words, to study inequality as it is produced by minute human actions,
and to study the role of discourse in shaping those actions, while at the same time
attributing those as actually emerging from or as being somehow inherently part of
a certain group of people, is to take up and recreate those delineations between
groups in another context - in a scientific report.
Gender becomes relevant in some contexts and so does ability, but neither
defines participants in interaction more than each other, or other qualities. My
interest, rather, is in describing these aspects of being human as they intersect with
others (Lykke, 2010).
In the next section, I will discuss mediated social action, a key component
through which social categorizations gain their meaning.
2.4

The theory of social action as mediated

Conceptually and methodologically this dissertation is based on mediated discourse
analysis (MDA) (Scollon, 2001b; Norris & Jones, 2005) and its related research
strategy nexus analysis (NA) (Scollon & Scollon, 2004). MDA arises from a need
to tease out the very concrete ways in which discourse becomes an entity with an
impact on society. This is done by focusing on social actions, which are seen as the
concrete, every-day events through which discourses come to influence social
issues in societies (Scollon, 2001b).
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Here I will discuss MDA as a conceptual framework, whose constitutive
concepts are used widely in human sciences and understood in them with slight
differences in emphases. I begin with a definition of the central concept of discourse,
before discussing discourses in place, historical body and interaction order as
conceptual lenses through which social action is understood in MDA. Finally, I will
discuss the nature of social action as temporal and mediated in section 2.4.5.
2.4.1 Discourse as emplaced, experiential, and socio-constructive
The conceptual framework I describe in this section is aimed at making visible the
concrete connections between action and discourse. The concept of discourse stems
from the analysis of language and text and is continually redefined in broad and
particular terms. One of the more all-encapsulating definitions of discourse comes
from Blommaert (2005) who presents it as “all forms of meaningful semiotic
human activity” (p. 3). My view of discourse is, likewise, sociosemiotic and
multimodal (Norris, 2004). Multimodality in human semiotic activity is always
present whether we as researchers focus on it or not (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001)
– so much so that monomodality is not possible in human action in my view.
Analytically the focus on multimodality is important as it directs the analytical gaze
to the multi-layered nature of discourse.
Gee (1990) bifurcates the concept of discourse into ‘small d’ discourse, as
language in use among people, and ‘big D’ Discourse as ways in which people
enact and recognize identities. This conceptual shift serves to highlight the many
purposes that discourse is used for in human interaction. This allows for the
consideration of discourses as tools for social action.
Discourses, emerging in human action, are material manifestations of the
network of power and status relationships between individuals and groups of
people (Wodak, 2001) – in being part of our internal and communal understandings
of the world, they shape how we perceive reality. Blommaert (2005) perceives of
discourse as present in the flow of meaning between humans in all sense of the
word language. It is also present in our surroundings as discourses in place (Scollon
& Scollon, 2003). Discourses find their way into our environments through the
process of frozen action (Norris, 2004). For instance, many cities are installing
armrests in park benches, which makes it difficult for people without a home to
sleep there. The act of installing the armrest, with the system of decision making
that preceded it, are frozen into the subsequent existence of the armrest. The armrest
comes to suggests discourses on agency in public spaces, and on how homeless
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people and the societal issue of homelessness are viewed. In this way, through
action, our environment is imbued with meaning. This meaning is then filtered back
to us through our discursively created perception. This occurs both in the here and
now, but also in the past leading up to now and through our projections into the
future.
These connections between discourses, objects and practices have been
summarized as entanglements (Jäger & Maier, 2016; Raudaskoski & Klemmensen,
2019). Though entanglements have real-life concrete manifestations in practices
and objects, they also appear cognitive constructs, or learned connections between
discourses within individuals, which provide shorthand ways of categorizing and
understanding the world around us – so called stereotypes.
These connections are created both intentionally in our everyday actions, and
by the unconscious way the human mind makes deductions about the world, seeing
patterns of correlation and causation where there may or may not be any. If we
encounter more men than people of other genders as doctors, it is a human cognitive
trait to begin to associate the two. Yet personal lived experiences of meeting doctors
are not enough to create this connection by themselves. Otherwise we might
associate whatever other characteristics of the doctors we meet with being a doctor.
Through exposure to a wider cultural context, many begin to associate gender, and
maleness specifically, as relevant to doctors. Due to a historic sociocultural system
where medical and gender discourses and practices are related in specific ways,
many will first assume a doctor to be male.
These connections between discourse entanglements within each individual
mind are dependent on historical bodies. They are not universal within or across
cultures, nor do they stay static throughout an individual’s lifespan. However, there
are cultural tendencies as well as tendencies related to a nexus of practice (Scollon,
2001b) that go along with learning to participate in that nexus, or with becoming a
member of a community of practice. These connections of entanglements
continuously undergo change not only at an individual level, but at the level of
society. For instance, currently in Finland e-sports is gaining ground as a form of
sports that is televised and becoming more popular. One could follow the
establishment of a conceptual (discursive) connection between esports and sports
in general, which is playing out in the media and in some sense in the shared
consciousness, in as much as such a thing exists.
Fairclough (1992, 2003) summarizes these understandings of discourse as
threefold ways of representing social, material and mental aspects of the world.
Similarly, in this dissertation discourses are viewed as
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tools used for meaning making, evoked and constructed semiotically in action
embedded and perceived in our environment
internal and internalized beliefs about how the world works.

This way of viewing the role of discourse in action, and through action in society,
is rhizomatic (Pietikäinen, 2015) in nature – that is, the network of elements
producing and reinforcing action are interconnected and mutually constitutive.
Next, in section 2.4.1, I will discuss discourses in place, historical body and
interaction order as elements of action. Analytically they overlap and intertwine as
they are used concurrently and consecutively as lenses to view discourse in-action.
Discourses in place
As discussed above, discourse is understood in this dissertation as having several
roles in action. Of these roles, discourses in place (DiP) (Scollon, 2001b) as a
concept directs the analytical gaze towards the discourses embedded in the
environment. Discourses are (even if unconsciously) recognized in the environment,
and they have a role in how we carry out daily actions and how we come together
and arrange ourselves socially (Scollon & Scollon, 2003). Design processes and
elements, both deliberate and unconscious, embed expectations for action in our
environment, which participants in action imbue with meaning through their
learned expectations. These frozen actions (Norris, 2004) have an impact on how
we can and do operate in our environment. When viewed like this, it becomes
possible to trace itineraries of discourses from environments to people’s actions and
back again, rather than viewing discourse in the environment as contextual.
Historical body
Among the elements of action are the participants embodied experienced and
learned beliefs, values, views, behaviors, expectations and anticipations. This way
of seeing experience as part of humans originates from historical body (Nishida,
1958) and habitus (Bourdieu, 1972/1977). Scollon (2001b) wishes to emphasize
the embodied nature of human experience, choosing to use the term historical body.
Drawing on these sources, if we place the main emphasis of the concept of
historical body (HB) on the word body, it is the sum of experiences and influencing
factors that affect how a person perceives a moment in time and responds to it, all
of which is stored in a person's body. In a very concrete sense, the body is where
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senses bring in stimuli from the outside world, and experiences are formed, then
stored for varying lengths of time, either taken up as a whole of the network of
experiences and concepts in the mind, or not. The mind as is could not exist without
the body. Though different bodies produce similar experiences (shared emotion and
cognitive skills across human cultural and wider species boundaries) the
conversation between each individual body and mind is needed to make sense of
the world. The mind uses the body as the seat of thought and feeling, as the body
uses the mind to survive.
In research, as in everyday life, we do not see that inner experience, but Scollon
and Scollon (2004) guide nexus analysts to infer parts of it based on what actions
people take and how, and also based on how they express what they perceive. We
can see what skills and knowledge someone has had to acquire to be able to
participate in an action (Scollon & Scollon, 2004), enabling the consideration of
historical body even in settings where it may be impossible to know much about
the individuals participating in action, such as in many online settings.
Considering the historical body as historical, we may come to think of the
wildly large sum of experiences each person experiences throughout their lifetime,
and the ways in which these leave embodied imprints on humans. Part of these
experiences is also learning to predict and anticipate future action.
Thinking from a feminist perspective, acknowledging the socio-historical
systems through which (in)equality has grown into societies, we can see the body
itself, as a material reality, carries with it meanings that are not inherent in the body
but created discursively – they are, in a sense, discourses in place while being
integrally a part of historical body. This becomes apparent when considering racial
categorization across cultural borders: Some people of Mediterranean descent have
the experience of identifying as and being perceived as white in a European context
and being perceived as a person of color when traveling to the United States.
Different human aspects exist materially/physically on a continuum, but humans
draw boundaries and create categories of difference discursively. Similarly, ability
and gender/sex are present in the body discursively.
Interaction order
Interaction order is the final lens through which social action is viewed in MDA.
Simply put, the interaction order (Goffman, 1983; Scollon, 2001b) (IO) consists of
the relationships between participants in a situation. These relationships are
constituted in complex ways. Participants constitute an interaction order - they
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reproduce it. They do this by drawing on their experiential knowledge (historical
body) and the embedded expectations for action in their environment (discourses
in place). Looking anywhere in our daily lives provides amble examples. School
children are deliberately and painstakingly taught how to sit in one place and listen
quietly for extended periods of time, while one person speaks – they are not born
with this skill. By the time they are adults, most of them have learned to anticipate
and adhere to these role divisions in different situations. Raudaskoski (2018) uses
a workshop as an example of this: we come into a space with an expectation of a
workshop. Because we expect a workshop, we do the things we think happen in a
workshop, while at the same time taking into account how others are doing things
and how the space is configured, and so a workshop emerges. Interruptions and
disruptions to our activity happen, Raudaskoski (2018) emphasizes, and we deal
with those. Similarly, in the game environment, people come in expecting certain
interactions. They can decide how they act, thereby accepting and rejecting
different aspects of the interaction order. Interaction orders, as socially and
materially constructed assertions and rejections of agency, voice and power, are
another manifestation of discourse in action.
These three elements – discourses in place, historical body and interaction
order – have been depicted with a figure consisting of three ovals, at the intersection
of which social action is seen as occurring (Scollon & Scollon, 2004). These ovals
depict the way in which these elements are not only tied to the here-and-now but
follow trajectories or itineraries (Scollon, 2008) through space and time from
history to the present moment and into the future. This happens through processes
of resemiotization (Iedema, 2001; 2003) in which discourses are taken up into the
shaping and creation of objects. There they gain new, slightly different yet
recognizable meaning-making functions. These objects – concrete and abstract –
then are present in new iterations of actions.
Blommaert and Huang (2009) suggest that the interaction order is the only one
of the three foci of MDA that is not material in the here and now but is constituted
through the social and material presence of people's historical bodies and
discourses in place. This to me suggests the following alteration of the figure
depicting the elements of action in Scollon & Scollon (2004).
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Fig. 1. Three elements (based on Scollon & Scollon, 2004; Blommaert & Huang, 2009).

This figure represents HB and DiP as itineraries or trajectories (Scollon, 2008)
which are bringing forth or scaffolding the interaction order, the specific iteration
of which finds existence in the present here and now and is therefore represented
as circling the moment. Social action takes place in this moment, enabled and
shaped by these three elements, as well as mediational means.
These three lenses to social action help create one kind of concrete
understanding of how actions are informed by discourses and in turn shape them.
This way of thinking is dependent on seeing action as connected to past and future
events, which I will discuss in the following section. I will also discuss the nature
of action as mediated through conceptual and material tools, that is, mediational
means.
2.4.2 Mediated action in time
MDA considers social action as what shapes social issues in the world (Scollon,
2001b). That is, the approach takes what actions are and their role in human
existence as a given – it is only the specifics that vary and that are of interest.
Namely, the object is to understand how actions 1) come to take the form they do
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and 2) proceed into the future as new iterations of themselves. In other words,
actions are seen as connected to the past, and to the future via anticipation, and as
influencing the future. In focusing in on specific actions, both the history present
in and the future emanating from that moment are brought under the analytical gaze.
In a sense, MDA rejects the worldview of history, present and future being
consecutive, discussed by Schatzki (2012) drawing on Heidegger’s (1928) work,
and treats them as concurrent. This is not only an analytical consideration, but also
one that can be considered as part of action: participants in action anticipate the
future in their sayings and doings (de Saint-Georges, 2013). Analytically, the
concept of anticipation allows for connections to be drawn between single moments
and actions in time and their histories and futures (de Saint-Georges, 2005). Though
internal anticipations are out of analytical reach, according to Scollon (2009),
anticipations can be inferred without attributing intentionality to action participants.
MDA does not see action or its elements as nailed down or perfectly preserved
but as in constant flux between change and stasis (Scollon & Scollon, 2004). The
process of actions slowly shapeshifting understandings is, in essence, what MDA
is interested in, focused as it is in social action shaping events and being shaped in
turn. Although constantly changing, iterations of an action can be recognizable as
essentially the same and can then be considered as a practice (Scollon, 2001b) in
MDA: the concept of practice in MDA draws the analytical attention to the
repetitive and evolving nature of actions, which enables actions to have an impact
on the world.
Social action is always realized through mediational means (Scollon, 2001b).
Mediational means are simultaneously material and psychological meaningmaking tools (Wertsch, 1998) – that is, they are both material realities in the world
and psychological representations in the habitus (Bourdieu, 1977) or historical
body of action participants. Mediational means do not have inherent properties, but
instead the constraints and affordances (Gibson, 1979) of mediational means are
constituted in action (Scollon, 2001b). These constraints/affordances are also
shaped by who is engaging in action through mediational means. The same pair of
scissors presents constraints and affordances not only by being more or less suitable
for different actions, say, by being more or less sharp or otherwise suitable for
cutting different materials, but also by being more or less fitting in a person’s hand,
depending on the size of the hands of the cutter, whether they are left or righthanded, whether they have full use of their hands, and how dexterous or how
imaginative they are at using the scissors. That is, and importantly for this
dissertation, mediational means carry with them social structures, histories and
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ideologies, as Norris and Jones (2005) note. Design elements carry with them
discourses about who is expected to take part in an action via a mediational means,
and who is cast as invisible or non-existent.
Because of this, historical bodies are imbued with (in)ability to participate
through the design of our environment. This is also true in online environments,
where it is not only different technologies outside those online places that allow
people to participate (aides for the use of computers, for instance), but the sociodiscursive design of online environments themselves.
This brings us to considering online research on social (inter)action more
broadly.
2.5

Approaching online research on social action

Contextually this work fits in the evolving tradition of studying humans as they
interact through digital technology, and particularly in gaming. Despite the relative
novelty of the technology involved, the field of online research is now too large to
cover here in anything but a general sense. The aim here is to briefly discuss central
avenues of online research, which are thematically, conceptually or methodically
related to the current research. I will finish with a definition of the central concept
of game culture as related to online ethnography. For relevant research on the
themes of gender, ability and their intersection, see sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3,
respectively.
2.5.1 Notes on online (game) research
At its earliest, human online interaction has been discussed from an interaction
analysis point of view within the framework of computer-mediated communication
(CMC). CMC as an approach is pragmatic and linguistic, focusing on the online
emergence of communicative phenomena such as (im)politeness, turn taking or
gender markers (Herring, Stein & Virtanen, 2013).
With the constant flux of online environments and action in them, much
research now aims to account for multifaceted online participation as part of everyday offline life. In general, the research focus has shifted away from viewing online
interaction as a separate entity to a meshing (Prince, 2019) of the two. This meshing
is visible in, for instance, young people’s online identity building (Larsen, 2008)
and teen cyberbullying (Kofoed & Ringrose, 2012) being connected to their offline
lived realities. Jones and Hafner (2012) use the term polyfocal attention to describe
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the practical aspect of dividing ones attention in space separated between online
and offline. Not only are online spaces now recognized as part of offline lives, but
offline norms are present in access to online spaces (Harvey, 2011) and in
participation in said spaces, such as teens’ preferred gender performance (Kapidzic
& Herring, 2011). The offline impact of gaming is also being recognized in
different ways (Lianekhammy & van de Venne, 2015).
The downsides of internet use and online gaming have been researched
extensively, especially in terms of problematic internet use and factors which make
individuals vulnerable to it. As discussed in section 2.2, the issues of loneliness and
disenfranchisement have been studied as possible factors in problematic internet
use. In WoW, the social opportunities the game affords seem to be connected to
preferring interaction in the game (Karlsen, 2010), in addition to factors arising
from individual well-being and characteristics (see, e.g., Blasi et.al., 2019;
Maganuco et.al., 2019). Immersive, addictive play in WoW is correlated with issues
in psychological wellbeing (Kirby, Jones & Copello, 2014). The implications of
this research for assessing possible game addiction are also being discussed
(Oggins & Sammis, 2012). Gaming and WoW specifically has, at times, been used
as a clinical environment when working with individuals with such issues as
discussed here (see, e.g., Guhde, 2017). Online game hostility and aggression (Tang
& Fox, 2016) also continues to be an issue.
At the same time, online interaction which is characterized by strong
relationship ties (Ryberg & Larsen, 2008) promotes people’s wellbeing (Burke &
Kraut, 2016; Hudson, 2016). Online interaction in general offers the opportunity
for identity experimentation for youth with lacking offline social support (Leung,
2011).
Engagement in different manifestations of online gaming culture is being
treated as a complex network of factors, including the design of online spaces,
social interaction and the characteristics of individual players (Herodotou, Winters
& Kambouri, 2011). Departing from earlier perceptions of the stereotypical lonely
gamer (Schiano, Nardi, Debeauvais, Ducheneaut & Yee, 2014), gaming is seen as
a socially complex activity, in which people of all demographic groups partake
(Williams, Yee & Caplan, 2008). Players experience strong senses of belonging and
community (O’Connor, Longman, White & Obst, 2015).
These experiences of community and belonging are not universally available
in WoW. The game design has been shown to rely on biological essentialism in its
racial representation (Monson, 2012), as the game privileges whiteness and
promotes the erasure of blackness (Higgin, 2009). Content analysis of the game
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space reveals that game characters are overwhelmingly white males (Waddell, et.al.,
2014), showing the game space as a homogenous representation of humanness.
Nakamura (2009) interrogates negative racial discourses in WoW player culture. In
the same vein, Pulos (2013) discusses the erasure of LGBTQ people in WoW as a
process with elements of game designer and player action.
The position of women in WoW player culture has also been discussed from
several points of view, including attempts to see the effects of gender on player
behavior (Williams et al., 2009), with the aim of understanding gender differences
for game designers, in order to be able to create games that “appeal to both genders”
(p. 701). This makes apparent a range of understandings of gender in the field of
online research. Research viewing gender as performative (Butler, 1990), tends to
take up descriptive, non-definitional stances to gender-related issues in WoW. This
research highlights, among other issues, women’s lack of acceptance into the player
base (Salter & Blodgett, 2012), their need to cope with gendered online harassment
(Cote, 2015) and their erasure in player characters (Waddell, et.al., 2014) in WoW.
Gender disparity in other games of the same massively multiplayer online roleplaying game genre is now seen as a matter of social dynamics rather than factual
gender differences between players (Ratan, Taylor, Hogan, Kennedy & Williams,
2015).
Participants in gaming and other online spaces are seen as actively curating
their social experience to their liking by relying on an apparent awareness of the
affordances of mediational means (Vahlo, Kaakinen, Holm & Koponen, 2017; Liu
& Yang, 2016; Kofoed & Larsen, 2016; Martinviita, Kuure & Luoma, 2015).
Engagement between players and their digital environments has also been
conceptualized in terms of digital literacy (Gee, 2007; Jones & Hafner, 2012;
Wohlwend & Handsfield, 2012), and as players becoming literate in genres
surrounding games – one example of these being game forums and preferred ways
of communicating on them (Wach, 2014). This research often considers online
interaction and gaming specifically in terms of learning, life-long growth, and
participation in action with historicity (Dandy, Evaldsson & Melander, 2018).
Gaming expertise gained in this learning process is contextual and embedded in
everyday situations (Toft-Nielsen, 2016). I will also use the concept of enskilment
(Blommaert & Huang, 2009; see also Grasseni & Giser, 2019) as a process through
which players become socially and materially able to participate in gaming.
As such, online game spaces such as WoW have emerged as evolving sites of
ethnographically minded study, including using them as teaching tools for students
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of ethnography (Snodgrass, 2016). In the following, I discuss game culture and
ethnography in gaming.
2.5.2 Game culture and multi-sited connective ethnography
Online game research and specifically research in social online games shares much
ground with this dissertation. In sections 2.1 and 2.2 I brought up ways in which
gender and ability specifically have been approached in game research. Here I wish
to define the concept of game culture, to which I refer throughout this work, and
draw out its connection to a need to do multi-sited connective ethnography in this
dissertation.
Early game research, such as Salen and Zimmerman (2004), views gaming as
an activity that takes place separately from the physical, mundane world we inhabit,
in the so-called magic circle. There, a player enters a different, magical reality
where they accept different rules to govern their actions.
This view of gaming is abandoned here in favor of seeing the game space as
part of a continuum, belonging to game culture which reaches outside the confines
of the game space itself. Taylor (2006a) already argued that the lines between game
space and nongame space are blurred. This, according to Taylor (2006a: 153), is
the case when gaming is viewed as a form of culture as opposed to merely a set of
rules. This shift is sensible because gaming does not only happen in the moment of
the magic circle but is anticipated and reflected upon in affinity spaces (Gee, 2007)
such as game conventions, online game discussion spaces, in the creation and
sharing of game-related content and so on.
When considered through the lenses of MDA (Scollon, 2001b), WoW game
culture becomes part of the backgrounds and stores of knowledge (historical bodies)
of players and part of the discourses which cycle through the specific moments
where players take social actions both in game space and outside it. The social
practices of players and other participants, such as designers, then in turn shape
WoW game culture.
A part of the NA research approach is the ethnographically informed method
of participatory observation. In NA, the goal is not to focus on groups or
communities as such, but to follow action over group boundaries (Scollon &
Scollon, 2007). More traditional online ethnography has long been a mainstay of
game research, especially since the social turn (Cole & Griffiths, 2007) of online
gaming (see, e.g., Chen, 2008; Boellstorff, 2006; Taylor, 2006a; Taylor, 2006b;
Webb, 2001). Social online games are being understood as living environments in
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which players make meaning together in complex, situational ways. Likewise, the
approach to online action I have taken in this dissertation is based on similar
assumptions about games as a research environment.
Together NA’s focus on action-on-the-move and the view of game culture as a
multi-sited entity, constitute a need for this research to be a multi-sited connective
virtual ethnography (Hine, 2008; Larsen, 2019). In it, research materials and their
analytical understanding arise from several sites in the game and outside it.
Together these materials allow for a connected understanding of action crossing
cultural group boundaries. While I use game culture as a term to refer to a
heterogenous, ever-evolving cultural entity which is produced and consumed by
millions of individuals in different online spaces, I use this term only to create an
understanding of the multi-sited research field at hand. The analytical focus, then,
is on social action as it occurs and is understood across group boundaries, which
exist in this multi-sited field.
Given the topic of my research, I approached online ethnography from the
perspective of having a gamer identity but studying the tensions felt when
participating and not necessarily being received or perceived as a fellow gamer.
This tension could be studied without also feeling it, but in my case, this would
have been a nonstarter. Kendall (2009) discusses the presentation of feelings in
ethnographic research reports and argues for “doing qualitative work with the
whole body, and not cutting off certain types of experiences as irrelevant or
inappropriate...” (p. 101) Like Kendall, I have negotiated how much of my personal
reflection to include lest the reader feel it is irrelevant, without blurring its impact
on my analytical gaze.
Following a nexus analytical approach (Scollon & Scollon, 2004; Larsen &
Raudaskoski, 2018) the research process resulting in this dissertation advanced in
an iterative loop, which included overlapping and interconnected stages of
generating and analyzing research materials. In the next chapter, I discuss these
phases specifically in relation to this dissertation and describe my historical body
as a gamer and the impact it has had on my understanding of the topic. Finally, I
turn to central ethical considerations before moving to analysis in chapters 4
through 6.
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3

Multi-sited connective online nexus analysis

Considering the wider context of all academic research, this dissertation fits into
the tradition which sets aside the problem of striving for objectivity, and instead
embraces subjectivity. This being the case, here I will say a few words about the
concept of subjectivity in research before moving onto the subject of social action
as mediated.
The approach I have employed in this research is qualitative, descriptive and
transformative (Creswell, 2014), in the sense of working towards change, and based
on participant observation. Such approaches embrace subjectivity and the limits
imposed by it: everything a researcher considers has been filtered through one or
more layers of bias. Whenever people discuss or reflect upon how they perceive
the actions of others or their own, present, past, or future, what they say and what
someone hears goes through several turns of understanding. In fact, this subjective
experience is the very thing this research is interested in – trying to make visible
the filters (personal histories, human relationships, discourses present in our
environments and the tools used) that influence our everyday actions, in addition
to those that influence the research itself. In terms of creating results that can be
generalized despite subjective origins, the goal here is to describe specific actions
using conceptual tools, which can then be applied elsewhere, and to provide the
reader with models at this conceptual level, following the principles described by
de Saint-Georges (2018).
NA (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) directs a researcher to employ the principle of
zooming in and zooming out: Whether we are thinking about mediational means,
historical body, discourses in place or interaction orders, focusing in on the
elements of action allows a close analysis of what enables that action. Yet
recordings of the action itself capture only a ripple of what occurred and enabled
the action in the form that it took this time. Zooming out and tracing discourse
trajectories backwards and forwards by collecting varied materials allows a new
understanding of the event itself.
In terms of discussing game culture, I have to describe how it extends outside
the game space itself into a multi-sited (Hine, 2008; Larsen, 2019) environment
both online and offline. I draw many of my examples from materials that, while
experientially rooted in the game, are created outside the game. Yet my focus is on
social action in the game. Like in game-culture, the connecting factor – a focal
point in my multi-sited connective online ethnography – is the game around which
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the activity occurs. Like with other players, the connection between the outside
material and the game are my experiences playing the game.
3.1

Engaging and navigating the nexus of practice

Engaging the nexus of practice involves determining a social issue to study,
recognizing the relevant actors, actions and elements of those actions, and
establishing the researcher’s role in the nexus of practice (zone of identification,
Scollon & Scollon, 2004; Burke, 1969). The first stage therefore entails simply
recognizing the relevant social issue, actors, actions and elements of those actions.
In navigating the nexus of practice the goal is then to create an understanding of
the pasts and futures of actions – to map “the cycles of the people, places,
discourses, objects, and concepts which circulate through this micro-semiotic
ecosystem, looking for anticipations and emanations, links and transformations,
their inherent timescales, and to place a circumference of relevance around the
nexus of practice.” (Scollon & Scollon 2004, p. 159). Considering the motives for
action is also a central concern in the navigation phase.
As I now explain the starting point to this research and its process, the purpose
is to make transparent the influence of my historical body as a gamer, as well as to
describe how my research unfolded.
I came into researching participation in World of Warcraft with the identity of
a gamer who never could quite take my place in gaming communities. This
logically led to my beginning point in this research; On the one hand, I was already
established in the community, but at the same time I was interested in the tension
of not being able to fully participate. That is, I am a participant in my way, but my
focus is in the tensions of that participation.
Developing this identity began in my childhood. Growing up, I was always
surrounded by computers and game consoles. When I was little, we often visited
our cousins who had a Nintendo gaming system. The boys (my brothers and cousins)
would not allow me to play much. Our parents made them give me a turn in the hot
seat now and then, but I was never allowed to participate in the same way. I was
not as skilled as they were of course, because I never played as much, and I suppose
watching me try and fail was frustrating for the other children. Besides, I was the
youngest and a girl, so did not have much of a say in the matter. When I got my
chance, the pressure to succeed was huge. I could sense the excitement and fun but
watched it from the side lines.
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When we got our first actual PC (as opposed to a Commodore 64 or Atari), I
began playing on my own. I was 6 years old, and able to commit to heart the
commands I needed to get through DOS and start up a whole host of now mostly
obscure games. Together with my brother we played and fought over countless
matches. Having played much more than before, and being a bit older, I could now
offer some competition, though we did have agreements whereby my brother, 2.5
years my senior, was not allowed to use the deadliest weapons/moves, deemed
unfair against my more meagre skillset.
Apart from the sibling fighting, I remember the fun and safe feeling of sitting
side to side huddled around a computer keyboard. Sometimes both my brothers and
I would play together, which made for a very warm atmosphere because of the
necessity of sitting so close together, all our hands barely fitting on the keyboard.
This is all to say that digital gaming is part of my weave as a person – my historical
body - as is the perception of larger gaming communities as something that is not
quite within my reach.
My knowledge and understanding of this specific game and the game culture
surrounding it spans back to 2006, when I began to play it. I was fond of certain
single-player aspects of the game but was wary of any social interaction with other
players. Not being proficient at using the text chats, nor particularly aware of the
requirements for different player roles, I was not even interested in playing in
groups. People I knew offline played the game with other people they knew offline,
yet I did not belong in those (all male) groups. Mirroring my childhood experience,
I played alone or together with my brother, who was more immersed in the game
than I was.
Recognizing I was not alone in this experience of peripheral participation, I
began forming an understanding of the structures creating and contesting this status
quo, that is, navigating the nexus of practice. Reckoning with my past experiences
became part of engaging with the nexus of practice. By participating in the game
community both in the game and elsewhere online, I was able to internalize the
gaming culture – its unwritten rules and ways of structuring the world (practices).
The material gathered while doing this is depicted as backgrounded in Figures
2 and 3. I used this experience to decide where to direct sessions of focused
participant observations – these materials are depicted as foregrounded.
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Fig. 2. Materials gathered, first perspective.

This process (Fig. 2) began as participant observation in the game: what was it like
to be part of that game community. I began searching for forum discussions and
followed an online discussion surrounding what is and is not acceptable humor in
the game community. This conversation unfolded in blog posts and their comments,
forums and a player-culturally central online comic strip. My initial focus was on
the discourses surrounding the use of specific types of gendered humor and
references to sexual violence in player social action. In addition to online
discussions, including comics, blogs and forum discussions, I also collected
newspaper and magazine articles and discussions with other players in real life,
making notes of initial observations.
Next, having formed one understanding of what was going on, I took my initial
observations to the player community by posting a survey (see Appendix 1) in May
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2012 on the forum MMOChampion. 239 individual replies came in in the first three
days, after which they stopped coming in as the thread got lost in the forum. I
categorized the survey answers thematically and analyzed them critically for how
players generalize and justify their own and other players’ actions. I pooled together
references to beliefs and thoughts about gender and gaming. I also categorized
responses based on the motives (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) which could be
discerned in them. Through the multiple categorizations, general themes came forth
from the survey answers.
Finally, I extracted representative examples to present here. In analyzing the
survey responses, other types of actions became more central than I had initially
expected.
Having now gotten feedback on where survey respondents saw the problem
points in the game being, including on how they viewed their own actions, I began
taking notes and screenshots of the game mechanics, gameplay, user interface and
visual design, as well as continuing to observe others and myself in interaction in
the game. I did this by recording regular game play sessions via screenshots and
writing down thoughts, feelings and other observations after each session.
This allowed me to consider in-game practices through the three lenses of
MDA as well as in light of the mediational means available in the game. I
considered the constrains and affordances of mediational means based both on my
own understanding of the game and the views presented by other players online.
I approached the analysis of visual materials such as screenshots of game
characters, game character creation tools, game promotional materials and game
guides by considering them from the perspective of multimodally present
discourses. That is, I considered discourses present in the materials and, through
critically appraising the materials, made note of the means through which the
discourses were present.
As I analyzed the materials which I had gathered I gradually began to consider
other delineating factors in the game community besides gender discourses. I
became aware of an unconsciously held premise according to which all players
were striving to participate in the same groups and activities. This guided me to
focus on certain kinds of practices. These were those of gatekeeping, which drew
from and upheld gender as a category of social difference (see Chapter 5). From
this point of view, the presence of women and other less welcome players in the
game remained puzzling.
Moving beyond this premise, I began to notice more of the subversive practices
with which players made space for themselves. Especially visible to me were
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groups of socially anxious players. My focus then evolved towards mental health
and anxiety discourses to explain both the need to organize around social anxiety
and the principles according to which players did this (see Chapter 6). Shifting my
focus to another minority player group then allowed me to see the interconnected
and intersectional nature of discourses related to categories of social difference (see
Chapter 7). In the figure below, I have presented the materials I gathered and
generated in light of this new viewpoint (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Materials gathered, second perspective.
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In Figure 3, I have given the amounts of research materials in words, since
webpages or forum threads are imprecise units of measurement.
I relied on my experience of the game world to guide my online search for
players’ discussion on mental health and anxiety as related to the game, using both
Google and forum search engines. I read the resulting hits and, where they
contained relevant discussion, I collected them and securely stored them as a digital
archive. In doing so, I recorded initial observations, including the reasons for the
collection, in my field notes. I then read the threads again, making note of
repeatedly occurring themes as well as discourses present. Due to the large volume
of material, I used NVivo to collect, analyze and categorize the observations.
Finally, I extracted some forum discussions and considered them as social actions,
which I analyzed using the three lenses of MDA. I then took to the game world
again to update my knowledge of the ever-changing game environment, following
the same principles of studying social action and mediational means as in the first
case, described above.
Having come to this point in the nexus analysis, I chose to zoom out and regard
the general principle of how discourses of gaming, gender and ability flow or
circulate in the game culture. For this project, I did not gather new materials, instead
making use of the understanding I had formed thus far. I present this zooming out
in chapter 4, which acts as a frame through which the discussion in chapters 5 and
6 can be understood.
I have elected to present these three perspectives as separate analytical sections
in chapters 4-6 despite the overarching theme of gender and ability as categories of
social difference, discussed in section 2.3. By doing this, I want to give each
perspective its own space, given how complex the rhizomatic structures of
discourse and action involved are. In chapter 7, I will bring the analytical threads
together to discuss the entanglements of gender and ability as categories of social
difference.
3.2

Changing the nexus of practice

As a transformational research approach, NA places value on not only observing
but also actively striving to change the social issue being studied. This change can
take many forms, range from local to general, and occur over different time spans.
In terms of seeking to be in contact with key actors to build understanding and
possible change with them, the online arena presents a challenge. In the case of this
dissertation, contact during the research process was limited to a small number of
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people when compared to the vast player base. In this, such a multi-sited approach
differs from nexus analysis as it was put forth in Scollon and Scollon (2004) where
the actions being studied were occurring within a specific group (such as a class of
students) or practice (such as visiting a doctor).
However, it can be argued that all cases of striving for change may face similar
challenges, given how complex and involved the rhizomes of human action are.
This fact encourages one to consider the basic premise of nexus analysis: that social
issues are ratified in social action. Therefore, change in social issues can also occur
at a minute level. The act of studying something alone may sow seed of change by
challenging participants to reconsider their actions and their understanding of
others’ actions. In the case of this study, such seeds of change include the online
survey, publications, and conversations with people ranging from other players to
other researchers. Many of us are either gamers ourselves, parents to gamers or
otherwise connected to gaming, and this research and communicating about it is
part of creating a more nuanced understanding of modern gaming as a phenomenon.
As a researcher I view myself as part of a current wave of change, in which gaming
is becoming more accessible. By degrees, societal conversation has been shifting
towards inclusivity, and at all stages of conducting this research I have joined this
conversation. By its very nature, this dissertation captures an image of a changing
social landscape.
In the following figure, I have depicted the connections between the phases of
NA and different types of research materials gathered for this dissertation.

Fig. 4. Research materials as part of a nexus-analytical loop.

In summation, participant observation in the game culture throughout the phases of
research creates the basis for my evolving understanding of the social issue to study,
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the relevant social actions and what kinds of materials are required to create a
rounded understanding of those social actions. Reading online discussions allowed
me to create a picture of members’ generalizations of the social issues. I tested this
understanding through a player survey and further analysis of player interaction
online and in the game.
3.3

Research ethics

Ethically speaking, the responsibilities of a researcher are two-fold: ensuring the
rights of the people being studied and ensuring good scientific practice and
verifiability. In light of this, I carried out this research following the principles laid
out by the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity, which have been
summarized as respecting the autonomy of the research subjects, avoiding harm,
and protecting privacy and data (TENK, 2019) I also created and followed a data
management plan detailing how research materials will be handled, stored and
destroyed.
Having said that, a research approach which relies on the openness of
participants owes transparency to the communities and individuals studied.
Openness when it comes to ethical considerations seems to be a natural part of a
researcher’s closeness to those being studied. For a study to have value for the
communities and individuals whose actions are studied, mutual trust between the
researcher and the rest of the (community of practice) is necessary. To aide this
trust, I aim to provide some transparency when it comes to the central ethical
considerations of this study, that is, informed consent, perception of privacy and
the need to not present research subjects in a harmful light.
According to TENK (2019), in general, study participation should be voluntary
and based on informed consent, but an exception can be made when research is
based on observations done in public places or conducted on “published and public
information”. The necessity to inform participants on the content, extent and impact
of the study is waived in these cases, weighing freedom of research over individual
autonomy. This is a guideline that exist in several nations at the time of writing.
However, when we consider online research, the concepts of public and private
need to be redefined, as Sveningsson Elm (2009) notes, before we can safely fall
back on them as insurances of ethical practice. At the time of writing, in my
research context, it remains for the researcher to assess whether online spaces are
“public enough” (ibid.) to study without asking for consent. Viewing public and
private as points on a continuum, Sveningsson Elm defines public online spaces as
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spaces to which anyone with an internet connection has an access, while semiprivate spaces are accessible with membership to the space, if membership is not
controlled by anyone. Online spaces like this are, in essence, comparable to such
offline public spaces where observing people for research purposes without consent
is allowable at the time of writing. My research material has been generated on
online sites, accessible to all with an internet connection, and World of Warcraft
game spaces accessible to all with a paid WoW account, or in public and semipublic spaces, respectively.
Having taken the liberty of studying people’s actions without their explicit,
unarguable consent, there is a great responsibility of doing so in a manner which
protects the privacy of individuals and their freedom from harm. Under the 2018
data protection law of the European Union, collecting data that includes any
identifiable information is not allowed without consent, since a compilation of data
like this constitutes a registry of personal information. Personal data is defined as
“any information on a private individual and any information on his/her personal
characteristics or personal circumstances, where these are identifiable as
concerning him/her or the mention of his/her family or household” (TENK, 2019).
All individuals whose actions I have observed for this study have appeared under
pseudonyms online. How well using a pseudonym in fact anonymizes a person
depends on the online space in question, and its affordances. Even removing the
pseudonyms from research material, for instance, before publication or sharing
with other researchers for verification purposes, is not enough to entirely
anonymize people, since much of the materials I have generated can be traced
online by a few choice key words in a search engine. By collecting information
shared by any one individual who is using a specific pseudonym, it is possible to
find out more about that individual than they perhaps meant to share. As
Sveningsson Elm (ibid.) argues, people often use online spaces with the perception
of the freedom to control what information about them is revealed to whom and
when – a perception of privacy (Buchanan, 2009) not necessarily related to a reality
of privacy – and the perception of control. People share information online
expecting it to only be used in ways of which they would approve (Markham &
Buchanan, 2012). Individuals to whom I refer in this work did not, in all likelihood,
consider the possibility of their actions or words being analyzed in a dissertation.
This places the responsibility of protecting these individuals on me as a researcher.
Another way to understand the concept of privacy is through the nature of
information as sensitive or not sensitive (Sveningsson Elm, 2009), that is, whether
the information could be harmful in nature. Many aspects of my topic – people’s
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actions and opinions with regard to societal equality – can be considered to be
sensitive in nature. With this research my aim is to treat the subject matter in such
a way that when reading it, any one person might identify with what I describe, but
not feel like they might be a source based on what they have once written
somewhere online. To achieve this, no direct quotes are presented in this
dissertation (or to other researchers). Outtakes presented may be amalgamates of
the thoughts of several people. This has been indicated wherever it is the case. By
doing this I hope to address the issues of protection outlined above.
Sometimes the two responsibilities of a researcher – protecting the rights of
individuals studied and openness towards the scientific community - are in conflict.
Here, in researching the power structures in society, a tension exists between the
right and need to criticize those structures, and the need to treat people involved in
those structures with respect. My topic is such that the actions of people are
analyzed and considered with a critical eye, but I strive at every turn to do it from
a place of seeking understanding rather than attacking anyone. The aim is to
alleviate the friction between the need for accurate, honest research, and remaining
respectful of the groups and individuals concerned. Ultimately, I wish to add to
conversation as one participant in a nexus of practice rather than to shut it down.
In the next chapters, I will set out to describe the multifaceted, complex social
reality of WoW.
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4

Discourse trajectories flowing through player
enskilment

Thinking nexus analytically, access to the game has several facets, some of them
physical (constraints and affordances through discourses in place, once removed
from the underlying human action) and some of them social, manifesting in the
moment of action. The next two chapters discuss the details of practices through
which access is negotiated in WoW culture. However, in order to frame these
detailed discussions, in this chapter I describe discourses of gender and ability at a
societal level as entanglements of discourse. Then, I aim to show how discourse
trajectories (see 2.4.1) flow in WoW through player enskilment (see 2.5.1) – that is,
through the process of players becoming skilled socially and materially in the game
culture. The aim is to present a picture of WoW as it is part of culturally European
societies, and, therefore, how aspects of these societies are part of WoW and,
therefore, part of the ways in which players can make sense of WoW as skilled
participants. As was discussed in 2.5.1, other research has also focused on the ways
in which the online and offline merge.
The observations I make here are based on the research materials described in
the previous chapter, including participant observation. Though I take illustrative
examples from certain pieces of research material, the analysis and interpretation
of those examples relies on my overall understanding of the game, which I try to
make apparent in the flow of the text. At the same time, I describe the game
environment for anyone who might not be familiar with gaming in general or WoW
in particular.
Taking a wide, technical perspective of WoW, it is a massively multiplayer
online game (MMO), in which a crowd of people play simultaneously in real time,
online. Each player has a client program on their computer through which they
access the game, which is stored on online servers. In 2019, a mobile version of
WoW was launched, but this work is concentrated on the computer version in all
aspects of analysis. Players can log in and out of the game freely and independently
of each other (except when too many players attempt to log on simultaneously,
creating queues). In these ways, the game can be likened to many other daily
environments in which humans find themselves, ranging from stores to schools or
workplaces, and the ground outside, be it paved, forested, or otherwise. That is, all
environments impose one or more constraints on who can access them, how and
when, as does WoW.
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WoW requires a paid membership, a computer with enough computing power,
electricity to hook up the computer to, a sufficiently fast internet connection, a
space to house the computer and so forth. Players also have to be able to set up the
account program and access the game, or have someone help them do this, requiring
understanding of how computers function at a basic level.
To then access and play the game itself, they have to be able to sense the game
and work the keyboard and mouse to some degree. These physical constraints
ultimately limit who has access to the game, though the game can be played in
many different ways depending on what a player is looking for from the experience.
Playing alone and spending time, say, farming (repetitively collecting) in-game
resources and selling them to make money requires less dexterity than taking part
in end-game group content. Farming can be done as a solo activity where a player
runs around collecting flowers, fishing, mining ore or similar. The player has to buy
the equipment form a non-player character vendor and understand that they must,
say, fish in a pond which is easy enough for their skills. The activity is repetitive
and slow-paced as measured on the internal scale of the game. At the other end of
that game-internal pace spectrum are player versus player battles and, as previously
mentioned, end-game group content, which require tactical understanding of the
game, the ability to follow the movement of many characters on the screen, manual
dexterity for fast movements of the character and accurate deployment of spells,
attacks or similar, and, leading up to the battle, the skills and resources necessary
to collect enough skillpoints and equipment to be able to participate in the battle.
It is therefore possible to have a personally fulfilling game-play experience in
WoW in a number of ways, each of which presents a different set of requirements
for physical and social ability. This also means that WoW exists on a spectrum of
inaccessibility, of which this study captures one part.
One way to understand this is to consider WoW itself as an object which has
been created in a certain environment by certain people, building on a historical
background of games and technology as well as many other cultural and personal
aspects. I will do so by discussing discourse trajectories related to game design and
gaming, gender, and ability. Then, I will zoom in and consider how discourses flow
through player enskilment: how the game works, and subsequently, what a player
needs to know or learn to be able to participate in it.
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4.1

Discourses of gaming, gender and skill

The players of any game are invited to become skilled in a variety of ways, and
undergoing this process becomes part of the players’ historical body (Scollon,
2001b) through the process of enskilment (Blommaert & Huang, 2009). In the
analysis I have carried out in this dissertation, understandings about skill appear
central in the environment of WoW and the action surrounding WoW. Thinking
nexus analytically, these do not appear out of nowhere to become so central to the
game or gaming in general, but instead they have their roots in surrounding human
activity. In light of this, I will now take a wide perspective to discourse trajectories
related to skill and gaming. These trajectories become visible through analysis of,
firstly, gaming as an entanglement of discourses and practices, with adjacent
entanglements, and secondly, the game itself as an entity in its context.
Playing has been a part of humanity since before we were humans, as playing
and having fun is a universal way of learning among mammals. Not only is playing
associated with learning in our infancy and adolescence, it continues to be
important for humans as they grow into adulthood (Vygotsky, 1967). Playing has
formalized manifestations in the form of games and sports, which have become a
global arena. Sometimes likened to warring, sports allow the showing of strength
and measuring of (in recent decades and centuries) national prowess.
These concepts – play, games, sport, war, strength – which I have listed are
discursively related more to some entities in the world than to others. They
themselves can be thought to form an entanglement (Jäger & Maier, 2016) of
practices and discourses.
Here I am thinking about discourse entanglements related to gaming, and how
those overlap with discourse entanglements of gender and ability. Gender is
culturally seen as a major distinctive factor according to which people perceive and
treat themselves and others. These distinctions are created and upheld through a
system of interrelated discursively created perceptions of reality, that is, what are
seen as the facts about gender (see 2.1). The origins of these rhizomatic discourses
are too manifold to discuss here in depth, but some key points in the trajectories of
these discourses in European cultures of the 20th and 21st century have been the
influence of patriarchal religion, large-scale industrialization, and the related shift
in societal structures which sustains the nuclear family model. These gender
discourses position gender as a binary concept, the opposite sides (man and woman)
of which have certain qualities, belonging in certain domains. These are partly
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overlapping, partly mutually exclusive. Some of the domains that are relevant to
gaming and related to masculinity are presented in the figure below.

Fig. 5. Overlap between discourse entanglements of masculinity and gaming.

These connections have also been explored with varying emphasis by Taylor (2012),
Braudy (2003) and Jansen and Sabo (1994). The placement of these semiotic
domains in this diagram serves to illustrate that maleness is not the only defining
factor in these domains, but that the two are interlinked. The binary opposition of
femininity and masculinity serves to position femaleness outside the discourse
entanglement of gaming:
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Fig. 6. Discourse entanglements of femininity.

The lived experience of many individuals is that they do not adhere to these
domains as laid out here in many ways and for many reasons. Some male people
do not fulfill these discursively created demands on manhood, either on purpose or
despite wanting to, while female people may find their womanhood to include
elements that have been collectively positioned as masculine, for instance.
Nevertheless, these domains remain visible in many European societies and
elsewhere on the globe. This creates a tension between the discursive reality of
gender and gaming, and the actual reality where discursive entanglement between
gender and gaming are shared across much of humanity irrespective of gender. Yet
human action takes place in nexus of practice which mirror these entanglements.
To put it shortly, gaming remains a masculine domain (Salter & Blodgett, 2012) in
which societal discourses on femininity and masculinity are present (Braithwaite,
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2014), and in which our learned discursive ways of perceiving gender as a category
of social difference (see 2.3), which are part of our historical bodies, are relevant.
Play does not only involve physical skill, by which I mean skill related to the
movement of the body or other kind of action that has a physical effect on the world,
such as use of the voice (an action that is less obviously physical in nature, yet
wholly so.) In addition to physical skill, many kinds of cognitive faculties are in
use in play. Leadership, sociability and psychological understanding of fellow
humans are central in much of sports, in war, and in playing many games. Whether
or not these emerge as a factor in any given game space depends largely on how
the game is designed, which is a shorthand way of saying that the emergence
depends on a complex system of re-semiotization (Scollon, 2008) through human
action. The abilities for these cognitive skills are partly innate (such as emotion and
intellect) and partly learned (such as emotional intelligence, problem-solving and
strategizing) or both at the same time. These latter skills are not, in a discursive
sense, traditionally related to the feminine domains outlined in the above figure,
but instead are very much associated with male domains.
Skill and ability are also discursively related to maleness, whereas people who
are disabled or have illness are often positioned as and thought of as without having
agency, ability or skills. Where they are portrayed as having said qualities, it is
often framed as heroism or as inspirational, rather than as something that is to be
expected or normal (Buettgen & Gorman, 2019). In this, these groups of people are
discursively portrayed as women have been previously, and often continue to be.
Skill seems to be definitionally important to gaming, and as such, any quality
that appears to equate to a lack of skill (such as femininity or disability) has no
place in gaming culture. It can be safely assumed that the design of each game is a
result of and carries with it different expectations on skills related to each game.
Skill also appears as a central theme in this study, and in the analysis to follow, I
will, among other things, explore the skills which emerge as important in WoW
through developer or player action.
4.2

A cultural environment with a history

Having discussed some of the discourse entanglements related to gender, ability
and gaming, I will now further describe the game as an object. This object results
from a complex cumulation of discourses and practices. Players can engage with
this object on multiple levels depending on how much of its history they understand.
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WoW a game is part of several historical timelines, which are more recent than
the development of play in humankind: the development of its genre from tabletop role-playing games, the series of games in which it belongs, games published
by Blizzard Entertainment and the genre of massively multiplayer online roleplaying games, to name a few. As such, upon the release of the game in 2004–2005,
and later, players logging into the game and engaging with each other online
entered a cultural environment not wholly unexplored, but one with an already
existing web of elements of action. These include aspects of the game itself and
how it is designed, what functionalities it has and which it does not. Others already
existent were practices of playing and of communicating with others about the
game and surrounding phenomena both in the game and outside it. Some players
were and continue to be familiar with this history, some are not. Here I will discuss
these viewpoints based on my multi-sited participant observation of WoW game
culture. It is natural to look at the game and what is called ‘game culture’ as one,
and to view different online environments of sites of the same culture. Though
individual players may each have different habits of participating, or not, in this
wider culture outside the game itself, their collective presence and activity create
an impact on player historical bodies related to the game as well as on discourses
in place.
The game belongs to the fantasy genre, so players go on adventures completing
tasks and killing monsters. Rivaling factions of players combat one another as part
of a story arch whose creation spans decades of offline time, and centuries of ingame-time.
The game is set in the fictitious world of Azeroth, which has two continents
divided into smaller areas. These are inhabited by various sentient and non-sentient
beings adapted to the climate of the area where they find themselves. Accessible
areas are crisscrossed by roads, bodies of water and other terrain and separated by
inaccessible areas such as mountain regions or oceans. In this world, time passes;
night becomes day becomes night. Weather patterns occur. Players can move about
in this world freely, though some areas are more dangerous than others, because
creatures in them are of varying strength and capability.
According to some definitions of the term, the game can be thought of as a
virtual reality – it changes over time as people do things in it, and it is persistent,
in that it does not stop existing when people log out of the game, though the player’s
avatar does leave the world at that point (Sherman & Craig, 2003). The division
between the game and the rest of world is, however, analytically redundant. It
makes sense to think of the game as part of the world, not as a separate entity. While
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the environment itself is digital, existing as code, its reception and understanding
happen at the interface between human consciousness and the rest of the world, just
like with everything else humans experience. As I describe the game, it makes sense
to think of it as you would of any other place in the world.
WoW players move about in a 3D world using characters they have created
choosing from a given set of race, class, gender and appearance settings. In the
context of the game, race refers to the species of the avatar. Class refers to the style
of game-play suitable for or possible with an avatar. These categorizations are
common among games of this genre, of which players may or may not be aware.
To begin with, I was not consciously aware of this, and approached the choice of
avatars based on different criteria than those around me who also played the game
having played role-playing games in their past.
The choice of the terms offline and in-game is deliberate here, since the ingame world is also part of the real world or real life (these being alternative terms
for offline). As they play, or participate in player culture in other ways, the players
are being social actors in several spaces which are enveloped in each other: the
game world exists as data on hard drives and on servers, on the one hand, but also
as a place the players can access through a multimodal interface on their computer.
The offline world has influenced that interface as it has been designed and
continues to be changed. Now, as a platform on/through/about which millions of
people have acted, the game affects the offline world. The qualities of computer
hardware (displays, keyboards, audio equipment and so on) also affect the
experience of acting in the game. The computer is also situated in space somewhere,
in an environment which affects the actions of the players. Jones’ and Hafner’s
(2012) term polyfocal attention spaces is useful here, as the players divide or shift
their focus between these spaces they occupy. As social actors, everything the
players do in the game in the presence of other players also has an offline effect on
those other players.
4.3

Concrete skill: physical presence and movement in the game

Having laid out some discourse trajectories related to and flowing through WoW, I
now wish to give a closer example of player enskilment by discussing how players
become able to access both the physical and the social landscape of the game, or
not. As I stated above, the aim is twofold: first, to frame the following discussion
of player practices in an understandable way, and second, to show how enskilment
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as a process both enables and necessitates players to participate in game-play action,
which is part of the trajectories of discourses of gender and ability in the game.
One way to understand WoW gameplay is through the way players move both
in the world and through the narrative of the game. I will discuss some aspects of
movement in the game as an example of the skills social actors in the game must
have – as well as examples of the knowledge about the game which players come
away with and take into other online sites.
While playing, players can look at the world through their avatar's eyes or have
a camera view hovering behind their avatar’s back in a sort of out-of-body
experience. Players must be able to change this view and decide which one is best
for each kind of game-play situation – a player engaged in melee with a dozen other
players against a mutual enemy will likely fair better, if they zoom out and can see
the entirety of the situation, rather than trying to keep up from a first-person point
of view centered on their avatar.
The game does not direct the player by only opening physical pathways as the
player advances. Instead as the player begins, new quests – tasks – become
available and take the player to new places, give their avatar new skills and
equipment, give the player the opportunity to learn the lore of the game world, and
so on. Skipping a task creates a roadblock where the next task will not materialize
and the player will get stuck in the story, though they will still be able to wander
around the world itself. The quests are provided by computer-generated non-player
characters in the game who usually require help in one form or another and share
stories of their lives and of the world with the player. These portray attitudes
towards the history of the fictional game world and the peoples in it as well as
justifications for those attitudes.
Different tasks lead avatars to have a variety of specializations, when it comes
to how the avatar is played and what its role in group combat is. This gives the
player freedom but is demanding as players must make choices and actively pay
attention: to be able to fulfill their role in a group task, a player has to have some
degree of tactical understanding of their avatar – stick to healing if the avatar has
been geared towards healing for instance. This applies throughout building the
avatar by completing tasks and procuring skills and equipment, since it is possible
to choose equipment that is unsuitable for the avatar’s class: hunters can wear
leather or cloth, but leather is more suitable for them. It is more protective in close
combat and increases different abilities than cloth, which is more suited to priests
and other classes that stay back from the melee. Furthermore, as is often the case
in role-playing games, each piece of equipment has a set of attributes which affect
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how well the avatar is able to do different things. Players must understand this
system to be able to equip their avatars with the correct gear.
Even when it comes to mere movement in the game world, certain skills are
required. In the earliest versions of the game, players had to read quest directions
and rely on maps, their own sense of direction and certain guides like road signs to
get to places in the game. Players wrote online guides where they would share
directions and explanations as to how to find the relevant places in any of the
thousands of quests in the game. Especially in the early iterations of the game, it
took quite a lot of offline time to get from one place to another in the game, time
that could also be spent doing something else. You could go by foot, taking a long
time and a lot of attention, or you could pay in-game money to fly, board a boat or
a blimp, or take the metro, etc. In short, choosing to go somewhere was an
investment of the player’s time and money (both in-game, to pay for the fare, and
offline because of monthly game dues). To make finding and going places less time
consuming, some players created game add-ons, which would, for instance, add an
arrow constantly pointing towards the next goal the player had set for themselves.
Installing and using add-ons like this also of course required a certain level of
proficiency in the game culture of WoW. Blizzard was supportive of players
creating these extras and has since added some of them into the core game.
As each avatar advances and learns new skills, the player chooses where on the
keyboard their skills are situated, meaning people may have different
configurations and opinions on what the best way of spatially organizing skills is.
The linking of skills to buttons can be felt in how quickly, easily and logically a set
of skills can be deployed. Hardcore gamers might consider the ergonomics of their
use of the keyboard and computer mouse both to be able to withstand playing
physically but also to be able to perform better in the game. These examples, drawn
from participant observation, are broad, but they show that what is being learned in
the game is a complex set of skills and knowledge needed to operate in the world
and make sense of it.
4.4

Becoming a player, knowing a player

Here I have drawn a large-scale picture of discourses of gender, ability and gaming,
capped by a discussion of the necessary skill of movement in the game. This
discussion gives the first indication of how discourses on categories of social
difference flow in World of Warcraft player culture through player enskilment
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(Blommaert & Huang, 2009). Here I want to draw together the notions I brough up
in this chapter.
Players of WoW think about a multitude of things – how much and which
things depends on each player and the social environment in which they play – and
anticipate others to think about these things, as well. Players become enskilled
through a process of not only playing the game, but also by taking in representations
of the game, the people in it, and the appropriate ways of being in it. This does not
happen only in the game itself, since players come into the game already primed
with many beliefs and assumptions about the world, and perhaps about the game
they are about to play. They may have come by those beliefs from materials related
directly to the game – advertisements, for instance – but, importantly, they also
have a history of being in the world outside of gaming, and learning about what
gaming is, what it is for, who does it, and so on, since infancy. With relation to
digital gaming, while the stereotypical image of the young male gamer is losing
ground (Williams, Yee & Caplan, 2008), gaming is still part of a network of
discourses related to able-bodied masculinity. This belief, of WoW being
essentially for able men (Waddell et al., 2014), is visible in the analysis to follow,
and understandable given the discursively built backdrop against which it rests as
a game (discussed above).
The anticipations of and reactions to how others are in the game rely on being
able to see differences between players. The appreciation of other players’ skill is
based on a number of markers which reveal skill or lack thereof. The quality of a
players gaming style can be discerned in a multitude of ways, starting from how
well the player is able to move in the environment, how quickly their avatar
advances in levels, experience or talents, how well suited their avatar is to their
desired role in a gameplay activity, how much and in what way they take part in
social interactions in the game, and so on. As the world evolves – updates to the
game can change the skill system or the social interface, for instance – players adapt
to ongoing changes and decide what these changes mean to them personally and as
a group. The need for game-play skills in a changing environment necessarily
creates differences between players: some have a more honed set of the skills
required than others, or in other words, find the culture-environment more suitable
for themselves.
As we will see in the next chapters, beliefs about how these differences are
visible and what creates them, as well as different experiences of how the
differences affect game play, are part of the entanglement of discourse and action
emerging in and from the game. In the next two chapters, I will describe some of
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these entanglements. While doing so, I will provide further analysis of the relevant
environments as needed, including the other online ethnographic sites referenced
in the analysis.
Firstly, I will look at how a category of social difference – that is, gender –
circulates as discourses in player practices. My analytical focus was guided in this
direction by an early, unconsciously held premise that all wish to take part in
essentially the same practices in the game, which directed my attention at practices
of gatekeeping. In chapter 6, then, I will reverse this assumption and look at how
players strive to subvert hegemonic game culture, as I discuss how players
understand, reject and reform interaction orders which they evaluate as harmful.
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5

Practices flowing from a category of social
difference

By now there has been a mass of studies showing that despite the different user
interface, similar categories of relationships can be found in-game and offline (see,
e.g., Schiano et al., 2014), though from the point of view of any one player, most
other people in the game are just a nameless, faceless crowd in the street (Williams
et al., 2006). Other ways of relating to one another between players include
acquaintances, romantic interests, and so on (Yee, 2006). Studies involved with
statistics/demographics give an interesting picture of who WoW players are and
what social categories exist in the game. These social categories guide the
analytical gaze in their own way. The nexus analytical focus, then, is turned toward
the actions of these players and the discourses they are living through as members
of game culture. I will discuss them through examples drawn from a research case
focusing on gender beliefs, in which I traced the itineraries of discourses related to
relevant practices in the game.
An excerpt from research notes serves to guide me to begin discussing gender
in WoW. The excerpt captures a moment in the game when I chose to disclose my
gender to another player but only after a moment’s hesitation.
[1]
I went back to Ashenvale to gather herbs, because I was in Darnassus anyway
and the plants in Duskwood were too tough for me to pick to get my herbalism
and alchemy up. I was picking some Kingsblood when someone hit me with a
buff. I turned around and waved at them, and they whispered hello to me. I
wrote back ”hi” and “thanks for the buff”. Then they asked me if I’m a girl. I
didn’t want to say but couldn’t think of a real reason not to and I felt rude just
standing there, so I said I am. They wrote back “no you’re not”. I was stunned
into not knowing what more I could say. They just stood around for a bit and
then ran away. (research notes)
What is going on here? At its face, this encounter raises many questions. What
prompted the question about my gender and the subsequent dismissal of my answer?
In this specific instance, rather than speculate about the person behind these words,
of whom we know nothing, it is more useful to regard this incident as an example
of gender salience in this environment – gender differences are felt to be present,
or salient (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004) and they are felt to be significant in some
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way. Put another way, there is no assumption of either gender homogeneity or that
gender, while differing, is irrelevant.
To refresh the reader’s memory about the process of generating research
materials, I had played the game for entertainment in 2005-2011, and spent some
months in 2012 playing whilst paying attention specifically to the issue at hand.
During those months I also conducted a media survey online, consisting of forum
discussions, game guides and WoW data bases created by players, blogs, web
cartoons and Blizzard Entertainment’s own WoW website - that is, I continued to
read and participate in these discussions as I had done previously, but with this
research approach in mind. Based on my participatory observations in the game
and the media survey, I created a survey (Appendix 1) for players which I posted
in a WoW forum and received 239 responses. 213 (89.1%) of the respondents were
male, 25 (10.5%) female and one respondent (0.4%) another gender. Through the
survey I was able to see the viewpoint of other players. Since then I have continued
to follow the discussion unfolding online surrounding games and gender issues.
Notable manifestations of this discussion have been the Dickwolves debacle (Salter
& Blodgett, 2012) in which an online debate took place in feminist blogs due to an
online gaming comic using a reference to sexual violence as a source of humor, and
GamerGate (Mortensen, 2016; Burgess & Matamoros-Fernández, 2016; Ruffino,
2016), in which feminist game critique came under fire, when some gamers claimed
there is related corruption in gaming journalism.
I suggest, from a nexus analytical stand point, that the driving force behind the
gender-related social friction some players experience in the game can be framed
as the small social actions done by players either without intending to exclude
others or without realizing the indirect impact of small-scale actions on the issue of
exclusion. Rather than intended marginalization, discrimination, or
microaggressions, these practices appear to come about through good faith belief
that gender is a significant explanatory force for many things that go wrong in the
game. A motivating factor in exclusionary practices seems to be the need for
gatekeeping (see 2.3).
Here the community in question is the gaming community at large, and smaller
communities in the game, some of them ephemeral and some lasting. The identity
under question is that of a gamer, or WoW player. In this chapter, I will discuss the
following practices of gatekeeping, or practices which uphold these delineations:
–
–
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Positioning women as unskilled at gaming
Limiting women’s game-play roles

–
–
–
–

Positioning women as socially untrustworthy
Presenting as another gender in order to manipulate others
Helping and defending women, not helping or defending men
Harassing those perceived to be women

These player actions come to uphold a status quo in the game where women are
less likely to play the game, and more likely to hide their gender when they do. I
will begin the exploration by discussing the ways in which gender is salient in WoW
in particular, and the every-day human action of performing and defining gender.
This action of gender definition intersects with a nexus of practice where practices
of gatekeeping, with their related gender discourses, discourses of skill, and
motives of play, come together.
5.1

Players’ discourses and performances of gender

As discussed above, gender is salient in WoW, but how exactly do players relate to
it? When people play WoW, they may define each other first and foremost as
something other than gendered humans, because gender is not in focus at that
moment. They may be tanks or healers, or friends, or guild leaders and guild
members. Yet gender can at any moment come to the fore as a relevant discourse
in place, and players then react to themselves and each other as gendered.
Defining gender as a concept or as a personal quality is not something done
only in research, it is also an every-day human action. As was discussed in section
2.1, gender is seen here as a discursively created shared, experientially embodied
layer of resources, and from this layer people draw not only in performing but also
perceiving or defining gender.
This action is part of the layered simultaneity of player practices whereby game
playing, and gendered discourses intersect. This work of definition is necessary
both to present oneself to others but also to draw lines for oneself: in the cultural
context of this research, humans are aware of gender discourses around them in the
game and reflect their own role in any given interaction order (real or hypothetical),
their gender presentation, and their actions against these gender discourses. I
suggest gender definition is a reflexive social practice, one that is directed inwards
as much as outwards.
Gender can be thought of from multiple angles in the gaming context, which I
have outlined in the figure below on the basis of my analysis.
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Fig. 7. Viewpoints into gender definition.

Players have gender identities of many sorts (including non-gendered) and sexed
bodies offline. They participate in the daily activity of performing gender in
conscious and unconscious ways: their gender, or lack thereof, is in this action. The
avatars they use in the game, as well as other game characters, have gendered
bodies: their design reflects gender discourses in the designers’ historical body –
unconscious ones or ones they wish to evoke – which become embedded in the
game as discourses in place through avatar bodies and become salient in action
through interpretation by players. The discourses players carry with them in their
historical bodies may or may not be the same ones the designers have, and they
may still emerge in the avatars through action.
Players, furthermore, have their own understandings of what other players’
gender/sex is. Whether we discuss cases where they have been told or simply
assume, these assumptions about others’ gender are born through gender discourses:
beliefs and expectations about how people of certain genders (ought to) behave and
be and therefore, based on perceived behavior, what someone’s gender is.
Finally, the players’ gender beliefs are present as they make conclusions about
other players based on their assumed gender. These assumptions about other
people’s gender or what that gender then means in terms of personal qualities often
do not coincide with what the other person’s lived reality is.
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5.2

Gender discourses in place through visual design

As discussed above in sections 2.1 and 4.1, gender discourses exist in the world
outside the game, and players of all genders come into the game with them in their
historical body. These vary from one culture to the next and are present since before
infancy. I have shown that gender is salient (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004) in gaming.
That is to say that for participants of WoW, considerations of gender are a relevant
way of relating to the social world of the game. This salience emerges in WoW
through discourses in place embedded in the process of game design, and through
player experiences as part of their historical body.
The design of WoW echoes these offline discourses through its character
design, placing female characters in the position of passive eye candy despite the
characters themselves being exactly as capable as corresponding male characters.
Similarly, in many sports traditions, and in keeping with game design trends, female
characters are depicted wearing skimpy outfits even when they are dressed in the
same clothing as a male character of the same class (warrior, hunter, paladin and so
forth) – that is, the same item is rendered (drawn) differently based on the sex and
race of a character. The avatars themselves do not have “a real gender” in the sense
of having a gender identity. They are depictions of certain body types which are
called male and female – they are digital sexed bodies and any and all connections
to gender come from the perception of these bodies. The sex of a body and the
gender of a person are not wholly unrelated, but reality is more complicated than
drawing equal signs between the two. Yet in this discussion I am treating these
sexualized characters as if they are truly taken to be representations of womanhood.
They are called female and they come with bodily markers related in many people’s
minds to femaleness. They are posed in ways that are sexually suggestive to people
who know to look for the signs. But anything other does not come from the avatars,
per se, but from their perception by a player.
In WoW promotional materials, such as Blizzard Entertainment’s WoW guide
pages, artist’s depictions of classes and races have been used. At the time of writing,
where a female character has been pictured, they have sometimes been posed
sexually suggestively and in a passive manner (smiling, pointing their weapon to
the ground, leaning back, pushing chest forward and shoulders back). Male
characters are posed in an active manner (snarling, preparing for or in the act of
striking, leaning forward). This even when the game play style of the class depicted
with a female character is an aggressive one, such as a hunter, as opposed to a healer
character which do not generally participate in doing damage to the opposition –in
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these materials depicting female characters as approachable and pleasant
supersedes whatever expectations are related to the game-play role of the characters
depicted. This is so in all cases except when the female character pictured is a
gnome, dwarf or a pandaren – all races whose female characters are short and/or
stocky and closer in appearance to their male counterparts, and therefore do not
conform to beauty standards current in the Western World. These characters, who
already do not conform to feminine ideals, are portrayed as more masculine. While
this is a depiction of multifaceted femininity, the juxtaposition of strength versus
sexuality suggests that these two attributes do not coincide in female people. This
depiction of femininity invokes negative gender beliefs about women as relevant
ways of making sense of the WoW reality.
At the same time these sexualized characters can be seen in Blizzard videos
published to promote new versions of the game by continuing the story or history
of the world. In 2004, at the time of the release of the game, the characters in
different factions were depicted in eternal warfare against one another, but over
time they have joined forces against a shared enemy coming from outside the world
which they inhabit. In these promotional materials the characters are equal in
agency, strength and prowess, even though female characters are sexualized. This
difference brings to the forefront of attention another discourse of femininity: that
of female avatars having the dual role of being visually appealing while they carry
out vital roles in gameplay. This nevertheless depicts the female and male
characters as essentially different in their purpose of existing and attaches
discourses of sexuality to the concept of femininity. It also suggests the likely
audience of the game are people attracted to the type of a woman depicted –
stereotypically thinking straight men. This positions other genders and sexualities
as irrelevant in the WoW world while making hetero sexuality a relevant way of
making sense of the WoW reality.
In the game itself the female characters are depicted quite differently. The
undead have parts of flesh missing, unlike in the advertisements, and the entire
female body plans are more realistic than in the advertisements of the game.
Despite this, the binary difference between male and female persists in the game
design of the equipment used by the avatars: the same piece of mail or clothing, for
instance, often exposes more skin on female than on male avatars, even though it
offers the same protection from damage. This is especially noticeable in the
beginning of the avatar’s development. Towards endgame material, armor and
clothing begin to cover up more of female avatars. It is common in this genre of
games that low-level equipment is too small and ill-fitting on the avatars, which
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gives a visual suggestion of the weakness of the equipment and the avatar itself.
Yet, before the avatar becomes strong and capable, she is sexualized in a way her
male counterpart is not.
Arguably these design elements in the game are not very significant compared
to the game content created by the players in interaction with one another, yet the
design and use of each of these elements constitutes a series of actions and practices
which ultimately become discourses in the game environment.
In this discussion, it bears keeping in mind what is discourse, what is fact and
what is perception. What this analysis is not doing is showing that certain
discourses have been deliberately embedded in WoW as an environment, since this
would require the ability to know, in one way or another, what the designers have
been thinking of and aiming for in their work. Instead, it shows that in some ways
the designers’ intent is irrelevant to what actions are frozen in the environment and
through those, what discourses are mediated into new action. Instead, the historical
body of any participant in the actions relevant here is key in what discourses are
present. A child who has been formally educated in one place may not have the first
clue as to how a person is to behave in a classroom setting in another place. To be
able to function in a manner that is acceptable in a new school system, the child has
to be taught and learn these things, which may then become part of their historical
body. Similarly, gender discourses are learned in a number of ways along a person’s
life and either internalized or contested, and then become relevant, consciously or
not, in action. The description of these discourses in place in the game world are
things that I can articulate because I have a historical body that enables me to see
and describe them. Other players may not consciously experience the same
discourses in the game or feel like they are relevant to their actions in the game. In
the nexus analytical framework, I do not draw the conclusions that players are
affected by the discourses necessarily or that the discourses present have a direct
impact on what goes on in the game. Instead, I describe the environment and the
actions that take place in it to draw a snapshot of a complex system. Having now
described the environment, I will move on to discussing specific practices in the
game.
5.3

Motives and practices of gatekeeping

I have chosen to use the term gatekeeping when referring to the many practices I
listed in the introduction to this chapter, namely,
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–
–
–
–
–
–

Positioning women as unskilled
Limiting women’s game-play roles
Positioning women as untrustworthy
Presenting as other gender in order to manipulate
Helping and defending women, not helping or defending men
Harassing those perceived to be women.

Positioning these as gatekeeping arises from the stated motives and beliefs about
the impact of their actions that players discuss: the object is, in many ways, to keep
the game fun, and this is seen to be dependent on regulating who participates in the
game. These regulatory or gatekeeping practices occur at a nexus with the action
of gender definition and the discourses of gender discourses, discussed above.
The following discussion draws on both my own understanding and
observations and those of other players. I present comments players made on a
survey I conducted on a popular gaming forum, MMO Champion. The respondents
were asked to fill out some multiple-choice questions, and to comment freely on a
number of issues. Where the comments cannot be traced back to individuals, I have
presented them verbatim. The survey came about through the analysis I have
sketched out above as well as familiarizing myself with the so-called Dickwolf
debacle, a debate about free speech and humor derived from references to sexual
violence, the analysis of which formed a part of my Master’s thesis.
The discussion of specific practices is interspersed by descriptions of the
mediational means where necessary, as well as motives. Understanding the latter
clarifies the unconscious or unintentional nature of these practices.
5.3.1 Game-play motives in relation to gate-keeping practices
The analysis of motives forms a core part of nexus analysis (Scollon & Scollon,
2004.) In terms of WoW, motives for game play itself are an underlying factor in
all action in the game: what is sought for in the game in the first place influences
how people act and how they perceive each other’s actions. The motives for play
naturally vary from player to player, but one motive tends to be the same for
everyone across all research: players of WoW, and other games, have invested time
and money in the game, and in return expect to have fun. How much fun they will
have is affected by their success in game play, and in the quality of social interaction
they have (Yee, 2006).
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Social and community features in the game are closely related to game-play
motives. They influence interaction orders by enabling closer co-operation at one
end of the spectrum, and anonymity at the other.
Although playing the game alone is possible, reaching the end game content in
WoW is only possible in a group. When I undertook the bulk of this research case,
these groups included guilds, quest groups and dungeon groups. Players were
encouraged to create and play in more permanent groups called guilds, varying in
size from a few to hundreds of players. During my familiarity with the game, at
times power in guilds has been consolidated to Guild Masters and officers, while
sometimes they have been able to more freely edit the rights of each guild rank. By
and large, guilds have a hierarchy in that the game requires someone to be the Guild
Master, with the most administrative rights, and some people to be Officers with
fewer administrative rights. Content analysis of forum discussions on the topic
shows that the changing guild functionality has been noted in the player base. For
instance, giving the leadership of the guild more freedom also allows other guild
members to have more expectations of how power will be spread out within the
ranks, and players are collectively aware of the effects changing the guild hierarchy
has on sociability in guilds and the motives for playing in guilds at all.
Belonging to a guild is an investment since the type of guild and the people in
it can have an impact on how the gameplay of the members of the guild advance.
One avatar can only belong in one guild at a time, and each avatar a person has
must be played and built up separately. It is always possible to leave a guild, of
course, but the time and effort devoted to a disappointing guild have still be lost.
Exclusion is only possible when there is an outside and an inside. The guild
system contributes to a network of insides and outsides in the game. Over time
guilds have become separated into, roughly speaking, casual or social guilds and
raiding guilds. Casual or social guilds are groups in which casual game play and
hanging out are favored over min-maxing in the game – that is, aiming to master
gameplay and financial tactics in the game to advance as quickly and easily as
possible. Raiding guilds are gatherings of players who value the game for its own
sake over socialization. Raiding requires the coordination and cooperation of up to
dozens of players, all of whom must understand what the upcoming task will entail
and how best to use their avatar’s skills to help. The rewards of a completed task
(the loot) are divided among the participants.
There is notable overlap between these concepts – people raid in social guilds
and socialize in raiding guilds. The discourses surrounding guilds and how
practices of gatekeeping are connected to the image of guilds is a worthwhile
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question, but one I will not be going into more in this dissertation. What can be
seen is the importance of access control, and the fact that guilds have different overall goals or credos. these examples do not offer any information on any correlations
between guild types and these actions, but it is possible to speak in more general
terms in the light of my observations and other materials.
Other kinds of less-permanent groups are created by using different grouping
functions in the game. In temporary groups, players can either know one another
beforehand or be complete strangers. Newer functions in the game allow single
players to form temporary groups, in which players are wholly anonymous to each
other, in contrast to playing with offline friends or friends from a guild, say. I will
come back to (inter)action in these circumstances later in this chapter.
5.3.2 A woman’s place
In the rest of this chapter, I will discuss experiences of gatekeeping practices and
describe the discursive implications of those practices. These experiences and
implications are relevant to the section’s titular motives in that gender beliefs and
gender roles in players’ historical body suggest that women’s exclusion is useful
for gameplay in a number of ways. The motive for the practices I will now describe
seems to be the over-arching desire to make sure nothing ruins the fun of the game.
The game-play success of everyone in a group depends on how each member of
the group does in the game. Therefore, how quickly any one player can advance in
the game starts to partly depend upon the skill level of other players. Since the
presence of anyone who is not skilled is a threat to how much fun can be had in
gameplay, the discourse of women as unskilled makes their presence in the game
undesirable. In these circumstances, when this discourse is consciously or
unconsciously accepted, it becomes sensible to attempt to exert some level of
control on the gender makeup of the group in which you play. There are several
practices for this that the players themselves describe in their answers to the survey
I posted on a gameplay forum. The number preceding the example is the sequence
number of the example itself. The bracketed information after the example refers
to the player’s identification number, their self-reported gender, their age bracket
and their continent, respectively.
Players may verbally position women as untalented and men as talented.
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[2]
I play very well and I am often the more experienced/reliable player in my
groups. Because of this however, strangers are more likely to believe I am a
male player (19: female, 25-29, NA)
The player in example 2 describes herself as a good player and one that is
experienced and trustworthy. She believes that this constructs her as male in the
eyes of others. This belief is a recurrent theme in the materials. Players may
verbally equate being female with being bad at video games in different ways.
Player 11 [3] has often experienced her game-play successes being dismissed as
luck rather than skill, which she attributes to her being known to be female:
[3]
It is assumed that I do worse at video games than males and if I do something right,
others often say that it was luck instead of skill. (11: female, 20-24, Europe)
Being a girl is used to insult people about their game-play skills, a practice which
both employs the discourse of women being unskilled at “male things” and
reasserts it:
[4]
"X" player died to fire again, they must be a girl. That person is so bad they
must be a girl IRL. (23: female, 25-29, NA)
Even though this statement has a humorous tone – in line with “your mom is so X
she Y” jokes – it perpetuates the belief that girls are bad through the process of
confirmation bias, that is, picking unskilled players as examples of women in the
game.
[5]
You play like a girl. Girls can't play; Girls can't dps/heal/tank. (23: female,
25-29, NA)
“You play like a girl” [5] is a taunt familiar from playgrounds or physical education
classes in school. Running, punching or throwing a ball like a girl are all seen and
enacted as weak and ineffective ways of doing those things, framing feminine as
undesirable in the context of sports or games.
Player 23 [5] says she has seen people say girls cannot dps/heal/tank. In fact,
these three things constitute the totality of different game-play roles players can
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have. Some do damage to the enemy, some heal friendly characters and some ‘tank’,
or endure the force of an attack and keep enemies away from the rest of the group.
Fulfilling each task requires a different set of skills and knowledge. This taunt
summons specificity as an argument for its factuality. It may not be that girls cannot
play at all, it argues, but they cannot play this specific role. Over time, each role is
discounted in turn for female players, verbally constructing a reality which leaves
them no place at all in WoW group activities.
Related to constructing the WoW game-play experience as having no suitable
roles for women, some practices question the existence of female players or
interrogate what being a female player might look like. Player 25 [6] mentions
instances of erasure of women in the game:
[6]
"Girls don't play WoW” (25: female, 15-19, NA)
Here players present the absence of girls on WoW as a fact. Since this is blatantly
not the case, positing it as a truth casts doubt on the girlhood of anyone playing the
game. This implies that to play the game is to surrender one’s femininity. In the
same vein of questioning femininity as an insult, player 25 [7] verbalizes a belief
they see circulating in WoW, according to which girls that play WoW exist, but they
are ugly.
[7]
"Girls that play WoW are ugly" (25: female, 15-19, NA)
This suggests a belief that the worth of female players is diminished if their
appearance is diminished, which suggest a belief that being aesthetically pleasing
is an important aspect of femininity, worth being protected. The action of asserting
this can be a discouragement of women from playing for fear of being branded as
unattractive. It can also function as a repurposing of a stereotypical image of female
players as ugly, in order to diminish their worth in the eyes of others, who may
share the same beliefs about female worth and appearance.
At the same time, as in the design of the game, players may position women as
sexualized objects to be gazed at by, for instance, asking for nude pictures from
new, female guild members [8] as a price of admission or rite of passage, or simply
because they feel like they can:
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[8]
Oh there is a new girl in guild, upload naked pics to guild website please. (11:
female, 20-24, Europe)
Players may also position women as only useful in traditional household and caretaking roles. These can be seen to be in stark contrast to the active, even, if
necessary, aggressive roles available in WoW gameplay.
[9]
"Get in the kitchen" "Get me a beer and a sandwich" (25: female, 15-19, NA)
These comments [9] imply women playing the game are breaking the social order
or are out of place in the game, acting in an inappropriate, socially unwanted way.
“Get in the kitchen” amounts to an invitation to leave the game and go someplace
else. The imperative form also implies an assumed dominance over the target of the
joke, who is cast in the role of domestic servitude for male participants in the
interaction order.
Many players mentioned these comments in their survey answers as humorous.
The humor comes across in at least two ways. Firstly, the joker and the target of the
joke are in different places, so her getting a beer and sandwich for him is impossible;
the absurdity creates levity. The second level of the sandwich joke, repeated often
enough to receive this moniker from players, is related to the very out-datedness of
the social roles it employs. It implies that rather than playing video games, the
woman ought to get in the kitchen and be of service for whoever happens to be
present in her offline environment, asserting a worldview of hegemonic male
dominance where men stick together over women.
As players repeat these beliefs in speech, they perpetuate the discourse of
women being bad at games, giving it new life. At the same time, they use this
discourse as a justification for excluding unskilled players. These practices may be
condoned by other group members by participating in them or not contesting them.
Despite the serious nature of the underlying assumptions and implications of these
assertions, the humor present in many of them makes them difficult to refute or
challenge without taking social risks. This is the case especially considering the
discourse of women as manipulative drama-creators, which I will discuss in the
following.
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5.3.3 Perceived differences in social norms
Women are discursively positioned as socially unreliable and as a group who play
by different rules than men, making them undesirable participants in group
activities in the game. Some players mistrust female players and feel like they try
to use their femininity, sexuality or flirting to be accepted into game-play groups.
When asked whether he has been treated differently due to his gender, player
195 replied he has been treated differently because as a guild master, he feels girls
use flirting methods to gain access to groups [10].
[10]
As a guild master, you can really feel that girl players with not much skill use
their flirting methods to get into cliches, raids, etc (195: male, 25-29, Europe)
This statement presupposes that there are women who do have skill, but those
without resort to flirting methods to sway the person in power, the guild master. His
tone is neutral, suggesting a statement of fact without placing value on the fact. The
words use and methods suggest a degree of practice and intentionality in the flirting.
Player 195 puts emphasis on his statement, saying you can really feel, depicting the
flirting and the motives behind it as clear and unambiguous to him. At the same
time, he uses the passive construction as a guild master, you can really feel, which
suggests a remove from his subjective experience and a step towards a universality
of his experience.
Player 103 [11] describes an experience of watching his guild fall apart because
a relationship between a female player and the guild master disrupted the important
practice of looting. Looting protocol varies but generally items of loot are given to
those who need them for their avatar before giving them to those who want to sell
them. They can also be handed out through the drawing of lots.
[ 11]
I had a guild back during the Burning Crusade expansion, where we had a few
girls who had joined the guild. One of them became increasingly close to the
guild master, which caused problems because she chose to flaunt her sexuality
to benefit her character. The guild eventually fell apart because the Guild
Master couldn't keep himself under control, and started handing out loot to her
instead of people who deserved it. Other people (including myself) were turned
down items so she could have them. (103: male, 20-24, NA)
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Timed by the mention of the Burning Crusade expansion, four years had elapsed
between the events the player describes, and survey answer 11 being given, which
suggests this event had a memorable impact on the player. The player felt a female
player chose to flaunt her sexuality, which suggests a high degree of intentionality
on the part of the female player. A woman’s sexuality is depicted as an innate
quality that can be brought into social interaction as an object with which others
can interact. It can be flaunted, teasing the target of the method [11] by the
possession of the object. In this, some see female players as having an unfair
advantage, where they can use their feminine wiles to manipulate people into giving
them different benefits. The necessary counterpart for this to work is the person
that can be manipulated in such a way. In example 11, the player describes a guild
master who couldn’t keep himself under control, suggesting an inner struggle
between following the socially correct looting protocol and giving into the call of
the siren. This, in turn, suggests a discourse in the historical body of the speaker,
according to which, while women can deliberately use their sexuality as a tool, men
are incapable of controlling themselves if women choose to do so.
In example 12 below, a player gives an example of being treated differently
than others due to his gender:
[12]
I've been in guilds that gave females loot on the sole basis that they were
females. I don't handle double standards very well. (10: male, 20-24, Europe)
He sees this as a double standard but does not elaborate to what hypocrisy he is
referring. Unlike many of his peers, who see both men and women as culpable, he
attributes the tendency to award loot to female players to no one in particular,
saying instead that the guilds, as actors, gave the loot to people on socially incorrect
grounds.
When asked about any instances of being treated differently due to his gender,
player 17 is prompted to remember an instance of losing his position in a group
activity to the guild master’s girlfriend.
[13]
Once upon a raiding night, my tank-spot was once taken by our GM's girlfriend.
Things did not go well, not for the raid, and neither for them. (17: male, 25-29,
NA)
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The example [13] reads as a fable of what happens when game-play roles are
handed out for the wrong reasons, beginning with Once upon a raiding night and
ending with Things did not go well - -, suggesting the player is imparting a word of
warning. The girlfriend is the only person in this story that is depicted in an active
role, taking the speaker’s spot for the night, despite the fact that handing out gameplay roles in groups is more complex than a player simply taking a spot that is not
theirs: another player has to invite them into the raid group, and spots are generally
handed based on character class and other factors. Player 17 does not elaborate
what went badly for the raid and for the couple in question, or why, leaving the
reader to speculate. As he attributes to gender the fact that the guild master’s
girlfriend took his place in the group, he seems to suggest that had he been a girl,
the situation would not have been unfair. This suggests the girlfriend’s girlhood has
come to symbolize the unfairness of relationship imbalances in guild settings: had
she not been there, gender in general and romantic involvements specifically would
not have been an added factor in choosing who gets the raid spot.
Player 13 [14] describes exclusion from a guild that she felt was caused by earlier
conflicts women had had.
[14]
I was declined based on my disability and gender. I was told that the guild was
male only, when I knew it wasn't true. They didn't want to allow any more women
because they had relationship issues that caused drama. (13: female, 20-24, NA)
Here, women are depicted as having relationship issues either with other women,
leading to spreading discord among players, or as having issues by themselves,
without another party at all. This player sees herself as being excluded due to a
disability and being female. She posits that people in the guild had decided to solve
relationship issues women bring with them by disallowing the further recruitment
of women. According to her, however, she drew this conclusion based on other
sources than the interaction in which her application to join the guild was declined,
saying she was told that the guild was male only.
Player 23 in example 15 conceives of being treated differently because of
gender as receiving preferential treatment.
[15]
Wasn't given any preferential treatment. That's reserved for chicks. (23: male,
20-24, NA)
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He says he was not given any because it is reserved for chicks. The use of the word
chicks, though not always derogatory, suggests resentment in this context of chicks
receiving something better than the player speaking. The resentment is also directed
towards those giving the preferential treatment, that is, other male players.
These players feel hard done by when female players get benefits solely for
being female, as they see it, not for skill, and justifiably feel this is unfair when it
happens. In short, they feel the disruption of social norms related to game play
eventually leads to interpersonal conflicts – drama – and the breakup of otherwise
perfectly good guilds, which is a threat to their game-play experience.
In example 16, player 202 describes being treated differently in terms of not
getting items pushed up his ass because he is male.
[16]
As a male I didn't get items pushed up my ass because horny foreveralones tend
to treat females in a very different way on the internet. (202: male, 20-24,
Europe)
The colorful expression depicts women as being targets of an onslaught of items
insistently proffered by male players. He attributes this practice of gifting items to
the male players being horny foreveralones, sexually frustrated and unable to attract
female attention or relationships, who tend to treat females in a very different way
on the internet. It is unclear whether he means that they treat women differently
than men or that they treat women differently online and offline, but in any case,
he is not accepting of this treatment of women, if only because it is unfair to him.
Behind these thoughts there is a discourse of heteronormativity where all men
and all women are thought to be necessarily interested in each other as potential
partners. There is also the conflation of gender with sexuality, which indicates that
some players have internalized the idea that women are sexual objects.
5.3.4 Hiding your gender or presenting as other
Players often choose to either hide their gender, present as another gender or,
unrelated to this, play with an avatar that has been gendered in a way that deviates
from their own offline gender identity and expression. Players describe sexual
harassment, rape jokes and other gendered humor, which influences many women’s
decision to hide their gender in the game. They do this by not bringing it up, or by
actively avoiding revealing the information for instance by opting not to speak over
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voice chats, where the cadence of their voice may be assumed to belong to a woman.
This limits their ability to participate in certain kinds of game-play activities where
voice chats are preferred for fast exchange of information.
Female player revealing their gender can be viewed as an active invitation for
sexual attention or flirtation. In example 17, a female player discusses hiding her
gender as a result in pugs or pick up groups, that is, groups of randomly selected
players.
[17]
I only hide my gender when I am in a pug. I have disclosed my gender in pugs
in the past and it has led to some embarassing flirting and harrassment before.
Keeping the fact that I am a female just saves me being harrassed by males…
Some guys seemed to think that me admitting I was a female was giving them
permission to flirt with me. (16: female, 30-34, NA)
Player 16 in the example sees a problem arising in groups of players she does not
know previously. They have been automatically brought together after having
volunteered for a group to carry out some specific task in the game. In these
instances, she now chooses to keep her gender to herself because sharing this
information only brings her unwanted attention. In the light of the gender beliefs I
discussed above, it seems that her being female appears as useful information only
in the sense of making her a potential romantic or sexual interest. By sharing she is
female, she is taking the risk of positioning herself in that role in the eyes of other
players in the group. Viewed through the lens of gender discourses which position
women as objects of desire who may use their desirability to their advantage, the
action of revealing one’s gender as female also becomes an act of manipulation in
itself, which then perpetuates the discourse of women as manipulative.
This is compounded by the practice of players deliberately presenting as
another gender than their actual gender. Picking an avatar gender which does not
align with one’s own gender is very common, but players may also choose to
present themselves as of another gender through other means. Two major motives
for this emerge: firstly, female players anticipate harassment, and so wish to keep
quiet about their gender. Over time, hiding contributes to female invisibility in the
game. Secondly, male players sometimes pretend to be female by actively
presenting as female. Their stated motives vary from gaining benefits to having fun
at the expense of fellow players who they see as being weak-willed or otherwise
easily manipulated by women. Many also have experiences of female players
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receiving help and kinder treatment than male players. In order to benefit from this
disparity, these male players choose to present themselves as female.
[18]
quite a few actually do treat ppl diffrently if they think you are a girl. most are
nicer thay they would normaly be, more friendly or helpfull, even meet one or two
creeps that tried hard to flirt with me and wanted pics and so on. (66: male, 20,24,
Europe)
[19]
[I did it] just see how shallow people were and if they treated you any
differently. People were far more eager to help you, give you items, boost you
in dungeons etc. (71: male, 35-39, Europe)
[20]
[I did it] to get benefits. (85: male, 20-24, Europe)
They do not, however, necessarily construe of themselves as actively presenting
differently; They share these experiences when asked whether they have hidden
their gender in the game and if so, why. When stating the means of creating the
impression of femininity, the describe not correcting incorrect assumptions and
merely letting people assume or think they are female. In presenting as women,
these players repurpose gender discourses as tools for passing as women, and in
doing so, perpetuate these discourses.
5.3.5 Chivalry: a double-edged sword
As mentioned above, many male players feel women are treated more nicely in the
game. In example 21, player 109 mentions others try and talk to you when you
appear to be female, suggesting he feels it is more difficult to get wanted, positive
attention as a male player in the game.
[21]
Females are treated differently, so I thought it would be fun to try and identify
myself as one. People seem to be kinder to females and always try and talk to
you. (109: male, 15-19, NA)
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[22]
Women naturally get special treatment be it in video games or real life wanted
or not. (162: male, 25-29, NA)
[23]
My personal experience is that people are generally more nice towards women
in online games (173: male, 20-24, Europe)
Accordingly, many also feel male players receive generally harsher treatment than
female players, as player 107 in example 24 demonstrated for himself by carrying
out a social experiment with his friends:
[24]
On a few occasions, myself and the guild would get 4 people together and join
a pug, and I would act effeminate and they would all act like big men berating
me, in an attempt to get the pug to react and defend the maidens honour (mine).
In said trolling examples, if they thought I was a girl they would jump to my
defense, but if we mentioned no gender, they would stay silent. (107: male, 1519, Europe)
This account of events shows a felt reality of a culture where men can be berated
without recourse, but women are defended from assault.
In example 25, player 23 discusses male players helping female players, framing
it in terms of chivalry where men feel the need to assist women. This sense of chivalry,
or inner need to help women, suggests a view of women as in need of assistance, rather
like maidens in distress.
[25]
I feel like guys would go out of there way to help me out in game with quests,
dungeons, items then they would be willing to help out other guys. There is
still a sense of chivalry where men feel the need to assist women. (23: female,
25-29, NA)
It also positions men in a disadvantageous position where they are socially or morally
obligated to render their assistance whether they want to or not and creates an unfair
dynamic where men are less likely to ask for help or receive it (see also Lehdonvirta et
al., 2012). This disparity in gender roles in the game positions women as those always
in need of help and men as those always needing to help. Having to stop what you are
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doing to help someone else you feel you are obligated to help while you are trying to
play a game may create resentment or take away from the enjoyment of the game. In
this way, the gender discourses present in the game are not only an issue for women –
they also limit the masculine roles not to mention the roles of non-binary and agender
people.
5.3.6 Harassment and anonymity
Online, anonymity often affords antisocial behavior (Zimmerman & Ybarra, 2016).
This seems to be the case on WoW as well, where players report experiencing their
most harrowing experiences in anonymous areas of the game, when it comes to
gendered humor or harassment.
In example 26, a female player describes an instance of seeing a discussion
about rape, as she was participating in a group activity where the group was
randomly selected, and she did not know the other participants previously:
[26]
I often see this in trade and group chat, a serious example was a few months
ago where a person in the LFD was discussing rape with three other members
of the party. It is because of this I prefer to not speak at all in dungeons to avoid
my gender being revealed. The previous mentioned example of rape jokes. I
ignored and reported each after they directed their conversation towards me, I
felt very uncomfortable and turned WoW off for the rest of the evening. (8:
female, 15-19, Europe)
The experience made her quit the game for the rest of the day. She also reported
and ignored the players who were having the conversation. She does not state that
the conversation was directed at her as a woman or in a threatening manner,
seeming only to say that she was invited into the conversation the others were
having about sexual violence.
The motive given by group dynamics (the fears that girls will ruin both the
game play experience and the social element) is not clearly related to all iterations
of the practices discussed above, as they also occur at times and in places where
there is no clear way to affect group makeup – to keep the gate, as it were.
For instance, the game has chat windows (area and trade chats) which each
player leaves and joins as they move from one zone to the next in the game. There
are no moderators in these chats, though players can report each other for antisocial
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behavior. They can also give a wider audience to players taking the actions
discussed above, since everyone in an area can be following any discussion in these
public venues. These chats are entirely anonymous; since each player can have up
to 12 characters in each server, there is no way to connect a character to a real-life
human being unless the player wants it to be possible, and characters can be deleted
and started at will. Most players who discussed this topic in the survey said they
have seen gendered humor and insults in these anonymous chats but did not offer
interpretations of why this happens other than what they would call childishness.
Incidentally, since these chats can have a wider audience than, say, guild or
group chats, it is conceivably enough for one or two people to engage in these
practices for a large group of people to perceive them, making the practice seem
more widely spread than it is in terms of participants.
Female participants brought up private chats as a more problematic venue. The
whisper function, a private chat between two people that can be initiated if a player
knows the avatar name of another player who is online and types in the command
/whisper name), allows private comments and, in the experience of many players,
harassment. When asked to share the reasons why he chooses to hide his gender,
player 223 shares this experience from his perspective:
[27]
Mainly because of comedic reasons. Here you are, playing a character on WoW
and suddenly a pervert starts whispering you. On those occations, I take off my
male hat and put on the female one, just for laughs. (223: male, 15-19, Europe)
Because he is able to take off his male had and put on the female one, he is able to
volunteer himself for the experience of being harassed via private messages and
can find comedy in it. He does consider what the other person is doing socially
unacceptable, as he positions those doing so as perverts, which is usually a term of
condemnation.
These random encounters are easier to avoid by blocking single users in the
game or turning off chats with disturbing content. Nevertheless, these practices
perpetuate the discourses discussed above. They encourage female players to
remain inconspicuous in the game, perpetuating the myth of girls not playing the
game. Randomly targeted whispers also sometimes reach people who learn to
participate in the practice themselves, creating further iterations of it.
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5.4

Gatekeeping related to gender as a category of social
difference

In figure 8 below, I have outlined some of the practices discussed above, which I
have categorized here as actions of positioning. These are practices which employ
gender discourses about women’s capabilities, roles, and moral characters, and in
doing so, reinforce those discourses. They position women as essentially belonging
outside the realm of gaming (see also 4.1).

Fig. 8. Actions of positioning.

These same discourses are present in the design of the WoW game world, as I
discussed in section 5.2, and their presence positions WoW as a place in which
these gender discourses are a valid way of understanding the world. When the
gender discourses are internalized as part of a player’s historical body, the felt
presence of female players becomes a threat to players who feel that their game
will no longer be fun because, seeing women being women, they disrupt norms and
accepted social arrangements of gameplay, such as looting arrangements and proper
role distribution in gameplay activities.
The felt need for women to be protected by men creates a lived experience of
undue responsibility for the men, and unfair advantages for women, which creates
resentment and further disruption of players trying to focus on gaming. At the same
time, womanhood or femininity becomes a liability for women, and they may
choose to downplay that aspect of themselves in the game-play context, especially
when game mediational means allow for anonymity. Anonymity affords for
interaction orders marked by the possibility of harassment.
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Players come to these conclusions following a logic derived from beliefs
related to gender and sexuality which are present in their historical bodies. From
these premises, it becomes quite logical for them to want to either warn others
(using humor and outright statements of danger to the social order of things) or
deter the risk in other ways, by participating in practices that are exclusionary
towards female players.
Some practices, outlined in the figure below, are not exclusionary but
nevertheless position men and women as significantly other.

Fig. 9. Related practices.

Some players use the salience of gender in the game and the discourses of gender
to perform femininity in the game and manipulate others in order to gain benefits
from them. These practices position women as unwanted in gaming groups, as they
reinforce the discourse of women not pulling their weight.
Despite (or maybe related to) how often people find relationships on WoW
(Schiano et al., 2014; Yee, 2006), many players in my research materials feel
relationships and WoW game play do not seem to mesh well. Relationships are seen
to cause ‘drama’ and many kinds of issues, usually related to Guild Masters using
their privilege/power to give favors to their girlfriends or girls they are attracted to.
This is framed in terms of female presence causing issues because male players are
seen as ‘out of control’, that is, not to be held responsible. It is seen as an issue of
gender inequality, which suggests women are seen as a homogenous group whose
members are interchangeable. Arguably the issue could also be framed in terms of
individual interpersonal shortcomings on the part of the people involved, but at
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least in the context of being asked about it on a survey, the players choose not to,
but instead boil the issues they have witnessed down to gender.
It appears that the mere presence of women is felt by some respondents to
disrupt the interaction orders of gameplay, which are otherwise marked by fairness
and camaraderie. Accepting women as gamers in WoW then not only requires
accepting that their gameplay skills, social skills and social presence are on par
with everyone else’s, it also requires accepting women as belonging in the same
group of people as everyone else. When discourses of maleness and femininity, in
relation to gaming and sports, are internalized, this can be seen to be quite difficult,
since it requires a wholesale uprooting of a foundational life belief, according to
which gender is a significant category of social difference.
To take these considerations to a general level, gender identity and gender
discourses are in a dialogue within human beings, and they come to affect how a
person represents their gender and perceives the gender of others. This I have
depicted in the figure below.
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Fig. 10. Discourses, identity and perceptions of representation.

These gender representations and perceptions gain reality in actions beyond gender
representation or performance (Butler, 1990) and perception or reception (Kessler
& McKenna, 1978). That is to say, non-performative actions (called ‘action’ in the
figure) influence our internalized gender discourses. These embodied discourses
can limit our own understanding of ourselves but also our understanding of others.
These limitations occur at least in two ways. Firstly, they limit what we expect
others to do, and secondly, they limit the conceptual framework within which we
understand their doings and beings.
Now I wish to connect this discussion back to the creation of the game world,
including its mediational means, discussed above, and discourses in place through
game design features. These have been created over time by game designers, who
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also have internalized limitations regarding their gender understanding within their
historical bodies. These limitations are present as the game designers become part
of a large team planning, designing and building a game world as complex and big
as World of Warcraft.
In section 2.1, I mention the homogeneity of the gaming industry, which results
from men growing up with games and becoming game designers, whose games
influence a new generation of gaming men. This raises the valid question of what
is this homogeneity? While the gaming industry is still largely made up of men,
each of them is an individual and significantly different from the rest. Game
designers, therefore, cannot be viewed as a homogenous group any more than
female gamers, or gamers in general, can.
A more useful consideration, instead of homogeneity in game development as
a quality of who the people in the game industry are, is the recognizability of the
practices in which they participate. They have grown up in game culture and have
been socialized into it, now reinforcing some practices in it and rejecting others as
they design games. In this, they are participating in the nexus of practice of game
design, which I have not analyzed here, in which discourses of capitalism,
commercialism, marketing, game genres, and workplace relationships,
relationships to audiences, other medias and interest holders, as well as game
design tools with their affordances, and any number of other realities can be thought
to influence game design decision. These are in addition to what the designers
themselves individually would like to convey in their design.
Arguably if one looks at practices of gatekeeping with the idea of gender in
mind, one is bound to see lines being drawn according to gender divides – because
that is what one is looking for. To me as a cis woman, while my gender is not
something that is at the forefront of my experience all the time or even often, it is
an amalgamate of experiences, skills, understandings – discourses – which can at
any time influence how I experience the world and anything I do in it. My own
womanhood as part of who I am as a researcher therefore quite naturally leads me
to question what it is to be a woman anywhere I go, including WoW. While the
focus in this section is on practices which boil down to gatekeeping, that is not to
say that those practices are universally done or experienced in the game, nor that
there are no other practices which are relevant to minorities participating in this
game.
Now, having explored gatekeeping related to gender as a category of social
difference in WoW, I will turn to discussing resistant and affirmative practices,
which allow the creation of safe space in the game world. I will also consider how
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these are related to the awareness players have on what nexus analytically would
be called interaction orders. To begin this discussion, I will lay out the ways in
which players see the social nature of WoW, and how social anxiety is understood
in the game.
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6

Rejecting and creating interaction orders

In the previous chapters, I have explored the ways in which discourses on
categories of social difference flow in WoW player culture. On one hand, they are
embedded as discourses in place in the game environment and other materials
produced by the game company, through a process comprised of complex
entanglements of discourse and practice. On the other hand, they come into player
culture as player action through the players’ historical bodies, and, once again, are
internalized or contested by other players. I then went on to present ways in which
gender specifically functions as a category that is used for drawing distinctions
between people in the game environment.
In this chapter, I will consider how social ability also emerges as such a
category of social difference. To do this, I will describe the ways in which
participants are aware of changing social dynamics in WoW, and how an
unwillingness to socialize and social anxiety are discursively positioned as
unwanted, socially destructive elements in the game space. I will then shift the
analytical point of view to that of socially anxious players and discuss how they
understand social anxiety in the game space as a social and material product. I will
discuss the practice of criticism and other social repercussions which socially
anxious players portray as particularly harmful. Finally, I will describe how socially
anxious players consciously reject interaction orders marked by harmful practices
and create carefully curated, empowering interaction orders of their own, thereby
establishing safe spaces in the game.
Having played WoW for years before undertaking this study, it was clear to me
that it is not an online environment that necessarily alleviates social anxiety.
Whether this was due to the gatekeeping practices I explored above, or something
else, started to become clearer only once I began to conduct this research case into
social anxiety in WoW. Despite the game being online, and anonymous with
relation to the offline bodies and personalities of players, I saw that people get
anxious there and they cannot participate in gameplay as well as they would like –
or indeed could, were it not for the fear. Yet people who experience social anxiety
in WoW still play the game, as do women and other people who face difficulties in
participating. The question now became what enables this tension between negative
anticipation and participation?
As I began to generate research material, I had to decide how I would approach
defining social anxiety as it appears in the game culture. It quickly became apparent
that players themselves discursively delineate what anxiety in the game looks and
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feels like. I began to focus on people who themselves identify as having social
anxiety or anxiety about social situations. Some of them may have a diagnosis as
well, but what is important here is they themselves feel so nervous about social
situations, they find it difficult to participate in them, and reach out to others about
it. Reaching out is crucial, as it enables me to see the players.
My observations in this text are based on my personal experiences of
participant observation in the game, and an online discourses survey (Scollon &
Scollon, 2004). I have drawn the specific examples I discuss throughout this
chapter from the following sources:
–
–
–
–

forum threads discussing how the nature of being social on WoW has changed
over time
a forum thread discussing a study conducted by Martončik and Lokša (2016).
a forum thread advertising a guild for socially anxious people and the website
for that guild
a Reddit thread discussing social anxiety in WoW

First, I will explore the nature of being social in the game as it appears through my
research, since the trajectory of the discourse of WoW as social emerges as central
for the practices perceived as harmful by socially anxious players.
6.1

Discourses on the nature of being social

WoW players relate to one another in many of the same ways in which people
elsewhere in society do: as friends, acquaintances, figures of authority, and crowds
on the street (Schiano et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2006). Yet, the changing game
environment requires players to adapt to new ways of relating to one another.
According to Braithwaite (2018), over time the game has begun to promote the
needs of single players above communal gameplay efforts. Similar findings emerge
in my analysis of players’ perceptions of WoW as a social game.
I will begin with a description of the game as an interface which mediates social
interaction in many ways. In action, the interface affords players to tailor their
social availability and their social experience in the game. This view of players
engaging with the game and each other is in line with previous research, in which
players are seen as actively curating their social experience (Vahlo, Kaakinen,
Holm & Koponen, 2017; Liu & Yang, 2016; Kofoed & Larsen, 2016; Martinviita,
Kuure & Luoma, 2015). I will then focus on how players perceive changes to a
specific function in the social interface of the game. This will lead to the exploration
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of how social anxiety is positioned as socially destructive in WoW player culture,
which will follow in section 6.2.
6.1.1 Affordances for the curation of social experience
The following discussion is based on my participant observation in the game, which
allowed me to analyze the game environment and its affordances. Ways of being in
the game are various, and players engage with the game in ways which strengthen
and weaken their ties (Ryberg & Larsen, 2008) with other players. Yet the game
always remains a semi-public space, where players are continually aware of the
possible presence of others.
Human presence in online spaces takes many forms. Some online
environments allow social interaction and participation in the form of observing –
so called lurking. That is, often even membership is not necessary to look at how
others are interacting on an online platform. Participation by looking is expected in
many public online spaces. As Sveningsson Elm (2009) notes, whether participants
in online action are aware of this, and whether that awareness has an impact on how
participants act, depends on many other elements in that action.
Many social media platforms currently in vogue among different demographics
require membership and making initial connections with different people and
organizations, after which a user can engage through observation without others
knowing they are being observed. These different technologically mediated
platforms could be viewed on a continuum from least social to most social, or such
a continuum could be created for a single platform, rating any number of possible
options for participation available in the environment.
On WoW, many game-design features have an impact on the level and nature
of being social, which seem in lockstep with the privacy and publicity of speech
and other actions in the game. The avatar as a physical representation of a person
in the space in a descriptive example of this. Creating an avatar is necessary for
entering the game world in the first place. A physical extension of the person in the
world, avatars make your participation visible to others present, in a sense
removing the possibility of lurking. As a player, your physical presence in the game
is not private.
On the other hand, the game world is large enough that it is possible to hide
yourself away in it, to play alone moving about physically in the game world for
long periods of time without seeing the avatar of another player. Players can also
affect the likelihood of this happening. They can pick a game server (see section 4)
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with few players on it, making encounters less likely, they can play at times of the
day that are less popular (during office hours, for instance), and in general, there
is enough single-player game content for lower-level avatars that I have often found
myself playing for hours without seeing more than a few other players in the game,
because players are so spread out around the game world.
Within the semi-private environment of the game, guilds form another layer of
privacy, requiring another kind of membership for access. This membership is
granted or denied by other players, which creates power hierarchies between
players, some of whom wish to join guilds and some of whom hold the power to
decide on entrance. Membership is given by existing guild members with the
necessary rights granted by their role in the guild. Some guilds accept new members
based on the level and build (skillset and equipment) an avatar has. Some have
players fill out questionnaires to find out whether they would be a good fit. Others
allow joining based on the recommendation of an existing guild member while
some accept friends of friends or anyone who wants to join. These ways of
determining access reflect the core values and ways of operating in guilds.
After joining a guild, one’s comings and goings to and from the online
environment become public knowledge within that guild, as does the advancement
in levels of one’s avatar which belongs in the guild. Joining a guild, therefore,
entails giving up on some privacy in the game world.
Adding other players’ avatars on your friends-list can have the same effect, as
can be seen from this excerpt from my research notes:
[28]
I logged in and S straight away asked me if I wanted to quest together. I didn’t
feel like it but I didn’t know how to say no, so we quested together for a while.
I just wanted to be by myself. I can feel myself wanting to play less frequently
because I always end up doing something other than I wanted to because of
peer pressure. Sometimes I just want to spend a long time fishing. (research
notes)
Connections like this are conducted through chat and friend list functions rather
than based on physically seeing the avatar of a friend, and as such, they mean
solitude, which a player can control and find comfort in, is unattainable in the game
once connections have been made. Without those connections – say, when playing
with a new avatar which has no friends listed and does not belong in a guild – the
solitude is only affected by random encounters with other players.
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Conversation or any kind of communication, let alone negative communication,
is rare in those instances of random encounters. Yet the presence of other avatars in
the immediate environment requires players to orientate themselves to them,
similarly to the ways in which we are aware of and orient ourselves to the presence
of others in offline spaces through civil inattention (Goffman, 1963). When
happening upon another player completing the same series of tasks, players will
seemingly ignore each other, but their behavior reveals in many ways that they are
aware of one another. They will not crowd each other, but instead leave enough
space for each to have targets to approach. They will not attack the same target,
which could result in the original attacker in not receiving the experience points
and loot from a target due to game mechanics. In wordless encounters, players
negotiate through avatar movement who has the right of way to access sparse
resources first. This might be an ore two players wish to mine, but players come to
an understanding of who has the right to do so first and who has to wait for the ore
to reappear, without exchanging words about it. These ways in which civil
inattention and unfocused interaction (Goffman, ibid.) appear in the game world
could be analyzed further, but here I bring up these examples, based on participant
observation, merely to illustrate the ways in which players have become enskilled
at curating their social game experience in many ways. Players must determine the
level and type of interaction which they find comfortable and enjoyable.
In the following, I will discuss the players’ awareness of the social dynamics
in WoW, and how they perceive the social changes, on which Braithwaite (2018)
also remarks.
6.1.2 Player understandings of a changing social interface
Having described some of the mediational means in WoW, and their impact on
sociability in the game, I will now discuss some of the understandings players have
on the social nature of WoW. To give some context for the discussion to follow, the
social aspects of the game have morphed over time as the game has been developed.
The game as an environment has a history that can be considered on many levels,
a history that some players are more aware of than others. This awareness in player
historical body (Scollon, 2001b) allows some players to reflect on the past of the
game while accounting for their changed gameplay experiences.
While the game was launched originally in 2004, more game content has since
been added in several so-called expansions. In the narrative of the game,
expansions are times of great upheaval where allegiances change and the world
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itself can have areas added or familiar surroundings destroyed by catastrophe. In
terms of game play, the biggest changes also occur in expansions, where the
designers add new features or downplay the importance of old ones. In the
following I will describe the effects of one such upheaval seen through the players’
eyes. This upheaval is the addition of solo-while-in-group functions, which allow
players to join a randomly selected group of strangers in working through game
tasks. Talking to game designers or studying content published by Blizzard
regarding the development of the game would give a valuable viewpoint into the
motives of the work being done on WoW, but it is possible to discern some of the
effects of the developments made in the game without knowing the end-goals the
developers have had in mind. These effects are visible in how players discuss
changes in WoW as a social game.
Analyzing such discussion provides us with several kinds of participant
generalizations (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) about WoW as social. Players discuss
the changes WoW has gone through over the years, how the social aspect of the
game has changed, how they perceive the changes personally, and how they
perceive other players reacting to the change. These viewpoints are supplemented
here with my observations about the functionality of the game space – its
mediational means (Scollon, 2001b), and how those are present in the practices
players describe.
I will make some observations about the discussions before drawing some
conclusions about them. The square brackets indicate the number of the example,
while the brackets indicate the place of the comment in the thread itself. As a
product of analysis, I have grouped together comments in the thread which illustrate
some aspect of the issue at hand, while keeping the chronology within each
example intact.
In the first example, players discuss the view that single player content – the
possibility to play alone – has removed the social aspect of the game or made it
irrelevant.
[29]
(1) Is WoW really social anymore?
Been trying to bring back the social atmosphere into WoW. Bring back the kind
of guild that was around in Lich.
Do you think that WoW has lost its community?
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(3) It’s not [social anymore] because everything can be done solo.
(14) Today for me it’s almost a single-player game with a chat I can use to talk
with my friends. I haven’t spoken to someone not in my guild for a year or more.
I think it’s a result of me becoming more introverted and all the tools WoW has
to solo-while-in-group.
While the original poster is posing a question, they are also proposing the view that
WoW is, indeed, not properly social anymore. By using expressions such as
“anymore” and “bring back”, they are suggesting the social atmosphere is gone.
This prompts a conversation in which several viewpoints emerge.
Comment 3 agrees with the implications of the original message, asserting that
the game is no longer social because “everything” can be done alone in the game.
The word ‘it’ in this comment may refer either to the game as an object, the game
culture or both. Comment 14 describes the situation in more precise terms, saying
WoW has “tools - - to solo-while-in-group” which has caused the writer to use the
guild functions as a place to chat with friends while playing ‘alone’. That is, the
player is chatting to one group of people while completing game-play tasks with
another group of people. This, for them, still marks a loss in the game being social.
For this player, WoW being social refers to a certain type of co-operation with
others. To make it social, it is not enough to talk to people, or to do game-play tasks
with just anyone who happens to be looking for a group at the same time. Both
conditions have to be met with the same people for it to count as social to this player.
This suggests that in this context, the word ‘social’ is not being used in a usual,
everyday sense of interaction between people – or at least it implies that merely
being around other avatars and working together with them does not feel like
interaction with other players. If it is recognized as interaction, it is interaction
which lacks some meaning.
Before the existence of solo-while-in-group tools, players had to do tasks
together as a cohesive group that stayed together for longer, which fostered closer
bonds. In the absence of a need to stay together beyond the immediate task at hand,
some players are no longer putting in effort to create social bonds in the game. In
the next example, a player frames this type of socialization as “forced” or mandated
by the game but points out that the game still allows players to be social in the same
way as before if they so desire.
[30]
(8) You can still be social if you want. It’s just not forced anymore.
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(20) As mentioned above there is less forced socialization, which is good.
People shouldn’t be forced to make goody goody with people they actually
despise, just to get a blue item.
The concept of “forced socialization” strikes a chord and is taken up in the
conversation. In comment 20, a player agrees with the above, saying the lack of
forced socialization is a good thing and that forced socialization creates a situation
where players have “to make goody goody with people they actually despise” in
order to receive game-play rewards. This positions game-relationships as a
hardship, which had to be endured before changes were made to game-play tools.
The player positions the matter as a moral question, suggesting that unwanted social
contact should not be necessary for the sake of a game. They also frame in-game
socialization as insincere or even manipulative, as a means to an end for gaining “a
blue item” – slightly rarer and more powerful items which can be used or sold.
Before solo-while-in-group tools were implemented in the game, players had
to go online to forums or into game chats, find groups that seemed interesting to
them, and request they be allowed to join the guild. Another option was that players
had to already have a group of people they were playing with whom they knew
beforehand and with whom they could form a guild. These different ways players
have of joining and creating guilds have also been discussed by Williams,
Ducheneaut, Xiong, Yee and Nickell (2006).
Players would also spend time looking for groups in public chats – that is,
players would congregate in areas of heavy traffic, such as the market squares of
big in-game cities, park their avatar there, and type wanted advertisements in the
local public chat, such as “LFD” (looking for dungeon), followed by the name of
the dungeon they wanted to complete. Others would respond to these wanted
advertisements, and groups would gradually be formed.
Currently playing with a more permanent group is not necessary to advance to
endgame material – instead a player can find a group of random people by using
the Looking for Dungeon or Looking for Raid functions. These seem to have taken
their names from abbreviations players used while looking for groups to play with.
This development has added a new way to get around the challenge of needing to
create and maintain long-term relationships in the game or to interact with others
long enough even to create a temporary group.
In the following, I have placed comments 5 and 20 in juxtaposition. Comment
5 agrees that the function looking for dungeon has caused them to be alone in trying
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to use the previously existing social functions of the game, as other players have
stopped being active guild participants.
[31]
(5) It’s LFD that did it. It’s awkward being the only one using guild chat.
(20) Of course LFR and LFD destroyed the entire game and it shuts down the
chat window, so you can’t communicate with your fellow raiders/dungeoneers.
Lies and more lies. You actually have the chance to meet thousands of people,
yet people somehow forgot to press enter, type /p and say hi/hello/greetings,
which is players own damn fault.
In comment 20, another player uses hyperbole to make a point, saying the LFR and
LFD functions “destroyed the entire game and it shuts down the chat window” –
the latter is not true, underlining the invalidity of the first part of the sentence. Not
relying solely on irony to convey their meaning, the player goes on to write “Lies
and more lies.” and chastises other players for not using LFR and LFD as chances
to meet other players. They finish by placing the blame on the players themselves
for not being social in the game.
Here comment 5 demonstrates an awareness that the changing game mechanics
have played a role in players choosing to forego using tools aimed at building
communal co-operation. Comment 20 questions the sense of loss others are
attributing to changes in the environment and positions the players themselves as
having agency in how they choose to engage with each other – agency, which the
players are not using. This latter comment, passionate in tone, and the thread in its
entirety, suggest that the social side of its game, however it may be conceived, is
important to the players. O’Connor et al. (2015) and others have made similar
findings, which show that the sociability of the game remains important even in the
face of players seemingly becoming less active in maintaining the social
atmosphere.
Players also conceptualize being social in the game as a matter of game-play
benefit. In the following example, a player admits that it is still possible to be social
on the game, but stresses that there is no reason to be social specifically because it
is no longer a game-play benefit. It appears benefits, in this instance, refer to the
ways in which WoW previously rewarded guild activity by the existence of content
which was only accessible to players in guilds who were working together. Now
that players can access this content without the guild, the game does not reward
guild participation specifically. In contrast, another player (21) posits that nothing
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has really changed when it comes to “real” raiding, the only kind of raiding that is
“relevant”.
[32]
(11) You can be social but there’s no point to it. It’s barely even a benefit
anymore. It doesn’t come naturally in this game anymore.
(21) It’s just about as social as it’s ever been. You’ve always had to be social
to do well in real raiding. You still need to communicate and socialize to raid
anything relevant, and outside of that, who really cares.
Remove the game-play benefit from being social, and those who view gameplay as
the only benefit of being social will feel like they have lost the social aspect of the
game – in other words, the game itself has lost the social side. Here being social is
positioned as part of the content provided by the game. Game-play benefits give
motive to sociability, and removing the benefits removes the motive.
Comment 21 suggests that the addition of solo-while-in-group tools has not
changed the content in the game that really matters, positioning the problem others
are discussing as non-existent or irrelevant, or as a matter of others concentrating
on non-essential game content. This value statement of which parts of the game are
essential and which are not alludes to motives (Yee, 2006) and styles (Vahlo et al.,
2017) of gameplay. These appear as central considerations in how players perceive
the social nature of WoW, as will be discussed further below.
In example 36 a player points out a contrast between the game itself as an
object and people’s experience of the game, saying the game itself got more social
because it now offers more tools for socializing.
[33]
It got more social because there are now more ways to socialize. (15)
Yet for other players in the thread, the new means of forming groups do not appear
as promoting social interaction: they, as players, do not see a possibility to engage
with others in an interaction order (Scollon, 2001b) of camaraderie (Chen, 2009)
while completing a game task through these tools. The interaction order of cooperation with strangers in the game is, instead, marked by quietness, which players
often remark on in online discussions, and social risks such as receiving criticism
(see below).
The motive to play has an impact on how the role of other players appears:
which aspects of historical body come to the fore, and how the interaction orders
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in the game are shaped. In the following example, a player is voicing this
conclusion by contrasting purely social players with elitist players, which I
understand to mean elitist as in power-gaming oriented, gameplay motivated
players, and purely social players who do not mind how the game itself goes if they
have a good time with friends.
[34]
(15) [The players are] split evenly between elitist and purely social. It’s still
hard to mix the two.
According to this player, when it comes to the social makeup of the game, these
two groups are like oil and water, since they have very different motives for playing
the game and interacting with others while doing so.
Many types of ‘being social’ can be discerned here: In the game setting,
interaction and co-operation with others can be an inherent value and a game-play
advantage. For some players it has both types of value, for others one or the other.
In the following figure, I have sketched out the stances towards change in social
tools in WoW in connection with style and motive of game play that have emerged
from the analysis thus far.
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Fig. 11. Player styles, motives and stances on discourse of social loss

Players must continually adapt to changes in the game. Those who are, by motive
and game style, more interested in the designed game content, rather than the social
aspect in and of itself, more often depict the social change as neutral in these
materials. Before the LFD function was added, the game punished players who did
not engage with others socially. For these players, the game not having forced
socialization is, on the face of it, a benefit, though on further inspection to follow,
this is not necessarily the case. For those who view being social as an inherent value
in-itself, the effect of not being guided to socialize is many-fold, some players
feeling the loss of the social aspect of the game and some not.
This interpretation of the social realm of the game relies on several
understandings of what it means to be social in WoW. Drawing on the analysis
described above, as well as participant observation, being social can mean planning
and strategizing together, simply greeting others, or getting to know others
personally. The mere act of playing together in silence is not seen as proper
socialization, though it is still more than playing with non-player characters or bots,
a doomsday image which players bring up in conversation. In this, my results are
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similar to those of Williams et.al., (2006) who describe the silent presence of others
in the game as players using each other as a backdrop. In the previous section, I
used Goffman’s (1963) concepts of civil inattention and unfocused interaction to
describe this kind of social interaction.
The changes to the game design which I have discussed here are relevant for
the discussion below, where I will explore the ways in which these changes are
attributed to players who do not want to be social. Players see the game company
developing the game as responding to a need from the player base to be able to play
alone, which causes the disruptive changes described in this section. Players
consider themselves and other players to be part of a changing game scape, and
they wish to have some control over the changes occurring. Nakamura (2009) sees
similar attempts at establishing control discursively where racialized workers in
WoW are being represented as unwanted and disruptive to the game – workers play
the game, amassing in-game wealth, and sell the in-game commodities, including
avatars, to customers.
6.2

Discourses on social anxiety

In the figure below, I have summarized the findings thus far and how they relate to
the discussion to follow. In the figure, I depict a trajectory of the discourse of WoW
as social. The first four hexagons of the figure represent the findings of the analysis
and discussion above. I found that WoW game-mechanics favor social interaction,
since co-operation is necessary for completing in-game tasks. This creates gameplay benefits for social interaction. This was true especially in the past of the game,
but still remains true for players engaging in the most strategically demanding endgame content. In tasks such as this, the success of group activities depends on how
well each player can fulfil their task, which creates an interaction order of mutual
responsibility: one players’ failure at group tasks can result in a significant loss of
resources of time and effort for the entire group. This positions game-play talent as
a social merit, as discussed in chapter 5, and many in-game communities as
meritocracies – especially those which are oriented towards gameplay rather than
being social for its own sake. In response to the meritocratic social landscape where
access to game content was inequal to players, the game company created tools for
connecting strangers in completing game-play tasks. This enables solo gameplay,
but results in meritocratic, anonymous interaction orders in certain WoW gameplay situations. In the following analysis, I will show two ways in which discourses
of social anxiety are linked with this.
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Fig. 12. Trajectory of the discourse of ‘Wow as social’.

The last two hexagons (situated on the left) of the figure above refer to this analysis
to come. Firstly, the unwillingness to socialize is discursively positioned as an
unwanted and socially disruptive element in the game. Secondly, socially anxious
players identify the tools connecting strangers as central in promoting a practice of
criticism, which emerges as central to creating a sense of mental insecurity in the
game.
In reaction to this, some players who self-identify as socially anxious
collectively engage in gate-keeping practices, defined earlier in this work as the act
of delineating who can belong in a community or identify as such. They do this by
discursively building delineations of what kind of experiences are social anxiety.
Some players use the communal self-definition of social anxiety to reject
interaction orders in which harmful practices occur, instead engaging in actions of
creating safe space (see section 6.3, also Pulos, 2013). Discourses of social anxiety
appear to be at odds in terms of how players understand the impact of social anxiety
in the game space.
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Again, I draw examples from online discussions. The aim here is to consider
how play enskilment and social ability are linked, and what this implies for how
others perceive socially anxious players. The following extract from a forum thread
serves as an introduction to discourses on social anxiety in the game. In it, players
on MMO-Champion, a game forum, are discussing social anxiety in the game,
prompted by one player sharing a study (Martončik & Lokša, 2016) about social
anxiety in MMOs.
[35]
(1) I have social anxiety and generalized anxiety disorder, and one of the ways
I can cope is by playing WOW. It allows me to interact, team up and compete
against people without constant fear of judgement. What do you think about
this?
(2) It’s not a real disorder
(3) Nobody knows who you are so you can’t face repercussions, that makes
people calmer.
The original poster agrees with the findings of the study they to which they have
linked and describe what they have been able to experience by playing the game.
The second poster discounts the experience of social anxiety entirely, stating that
social anxiety is not a real disorder, maybe invoking a medical discourse of real,
described, diagnosable disorders as opposed to disorders which supposedly only
exist in the popular imagination. The third poster implies, like many other posters
in the thread, that the results of the study being discussed are obvious because being
online people are anonymous and safe from social repercussions.
Here, we have the perspective of an insider – someone who suffers social
anxiety – juxtaposed with two outside opinions. The latter of these, comment 3,
appears to be from an outside perspective, since it explains the results of the study
in terms of the anonymity of the game and therefore shows a lack of understanding
about the complexity of anxiety in the game.
The fourth poster disagrees with the study, which considered loneliness and
social anxiety in WoW. The poster has experienced seeing more loneliness in the
game, bringing into the conversation an understanding of the possibility that there
are players who do not fit in.
[36]
(4) I’ve seen more loneliness in on the game than in real life, so I don’t agree.
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(5) It’s kinda sad when people feel better in a VR than in the real one. It just
proves we’re going the wrong way as a society. Social interaction should be
enforced for kids from early on.
The fifth poster claims to see the issue as a societal one, saying it is “sad”, that is,
pathetic or regrettable, that people find relief in online environments. The poster
implies that the issue would be solved if social interaction was “enforced” better at
an early age, positing social interaction as a rule which, if followed, ensures social
anxiety and loneliness would not be an issue.
It pays to notice that this last poster has been banned from the forum sometime
after posting this, which indicates that they have tended to purposefully antagonize
(troll) or otherwise engage in antisocial behavior contrary to the rules of the forum.
It is often difficult to tell whether people mean what they write online. However,
once the content has been created and published, it has an impact on the discourses
present in an environment even if it was originally written in jest. This impact may
have different forms – it may be disregarded by others as trolling, seen as humor or
taken at face value, to name a few – but it is long lasting, affecting in some way
anyone who happens across the text.
Overall, the thread is split into three major opinion groups:
–
–
–

The game alleviates anxiety and loneliness
There is anxiety and loneliness in the game
Social anxiety is a negative characteristic or a problem

The belief that social anxiety is a negative human characteristic and a problem for
others is put forth by many when the topic comes up in several sites of WoW game
culture. This discourse will be discussed next.
The presence of socially anxious people is evoked in the game culture as a
reason for the downturn of WoW as a social game, discussed in section 6.1.2 above.
In the following examples, and in some of the further examples, I have only
presented a description of the contents of what is said in order to protect the privacy
of the individuals in question. The post begins a forum thread on Blizzard
Entertainment’s own site battle.net and is written by a player who claims to want
to suggest a solution to people feeling social anxiety in the game. The player
presents the solution as one which would not endanger the social fabric of the game.
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[37]
The writer states they are a doctor, and have expertise in this matter. They go
on to say that exposure is the best therapy for anxiety, but that the game does
not help players become used to interaction because anxious people are asking
for more solo game content – that is, as the game becomes more solo gameplay oriented, it will not serve as exposure therapy. The writer argues that since
the word multiplayer is in the name of the genre, people should not expect to
be able to play the game alone. Finally, the writer addresses Blizzard
Entertainment directly to give a suggestion to the problem they have outlined.
Upon creating a new account – beginning to play WoW in the first place – the
writer suggests new gamers should be asked if they have “mental issues”. If
so, they would be offered a separate game world without other players. This
would allow “normal” people to play without the anxious people, and stop the
anxious from having to endure their anxiety.
The writer positions themselves as an authority by stating they are a doctor and
therefore are experienced in issues surrounding anxiety. The matter of fact
statement that the best way to overcome anxiety is exposure therapy also lends the
writer an air of authority. By the overall tone of the post, appearing to take all sides
into account and drawing the reader’s attention to the very definition of the game,
the writer is positioning themselves as a voice of reason and appealing to others to
see that the game can justifiably be reduced to this genre definition. With this
suggestion, the writer positions socially anxious players as an unwanted burden, as
well as a threat to how WoW is and ought to be.
Contrary to their claim of being a doctor, their use of the phrases “mental”
issues and normal people seem to indicate the writer may not, in fact, be a healthcare professional, though of course this possibility cannot be entirely discounted
and likely is not terribly relevant to this analysis. Others in the thread, however,
responded as such, making fun of the original poster and denying their self-asserted
position of authority, saying that if they are a doctor, then they are an incompetent
one. Even though others do not always accept the presentation of the opinions
brought forth in the first post, they are present in the game culture, in-game and
outside it.
Often negative discourses on social anxiety, such as the above example, come
into contact with discourses of self-defining social anxiety. These moments of selfdefinition are central in the practices of creating safe space I will discuss in the
following section. This type of contact is visible in the following examples drawn
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from a reddit thread discussing social anxiety in WoW. To make it more difficult to
find these materials online, I have changed the original wording in them, presenting
only the content. The changes are done to protect the writers while still providing
accurate representations.
In the thread, we have a discussion among people who self-identify as having
social anxiety, with other voices mixed in, bringing forth critical viewpoints. The
thread was started by a player who says they used to be very social on the game but
no longer feel like playing with other people.
[38]
(1) I have played over a decade and the first half was fun. I founded guilds and
lead people into quests. I had friends. Now I no longer want to talk to anyone
really.
(2) That’s just boredom. Social anxiety is being terrified of having people talk
to you. It’s when you turn off chats so you can’t see people shame you. That’s
anxiety, not this.
(3) I agree with #2. I have to find the courage to play in a group. Even when I
know I’m good at what I’m doing in the game. I’m convinced someone’s going
to yell at me or be mad at me.
Here the first writer is using the concept of social anxiety and describing a problem
they have being social. They have a history of being highly social, taking the
socially central role of creating guilds and leading others. In their replies, a number
of other players criticize the original post for what they perceive as a misuse of the
phrase “social anxiety”. Here players are defining what experiences count as social
anxiety and discounting other experiences by clearly stating another’s experience
is not social anxiety. While they are doing this, they also offer a kind of peer support
to one another by expressing similar feelings, and how difficult it is to cope with
these feelings, but also denying the original poster the support and understanding
they were asking for.
It emerges that while social anxiety is an irrational fear – a phobia which, by
definition, means a disproportionate fear response to a stimulus - and can be based
on nothing in reality, people with social anxiety on World of Warcraft feel they are
reacting negatively to actual hostility from other players.
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Some of the discourses people employ surrounding social anxiety have less to
do with hostility and more to do with a misunderstanding of what people are
experiencing.
In the same thread, a player says that they do not want to play a certain type of
character. This character, a tank, is very important – if they fail at the task, the whole
group is likely to suffer, and because of this, the fear of retribution for failure is
strong. Many players in the thread agree that tanks are likely to be criticized. In
replying to this, another player goes into great detail about how one should play
different characters, including tanks, encouraging those afraid of failure to learn
how to play. They finish with an anecdote about how they themselves once caused
their group to wipe, or die out, two times, and simply thought it was funny. In other
words, this player made the kind of mistake that is the stuff of nightmares for people
who identify as socially anxious, and their reaction to their mistake was to think it
was funny. By giving instructions how to be a better player and saying mistakes are
just funny, they are conflating social anxiety with being bad at the game and
implying people should simply stop worrying and instead learn to play – and not
care if they make a mistake. These discourses that social anxiety comes from lack
of skill at the game, and that people with social anxiety should get over themselves,
occur repeatedly in the discourses survey.
The fear of facing criticism is not wholly unfunded, either, as others chime in
saying that there is value in criticizing others:
[39]
(5) Sometimes you just have to tell a bad player that they suck.
Here a player states they criticize bad players for being bad because it has to be
done. There is a social practice of criticizing failure, recognized by both people
prone to criticizing others and to those especially affected by that criticism.
In reaction to the practice of criticism, players who self-identify as socially
anxious have begun finding safety in numbers, and rejecting situations where
anxiety is to be expected. From their conception of what it is they are rejecting, I
now draw to light a more detailed description of the effect of the action of criticism,
and the players’ understanding of the interaction orders at play.
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6.3

Player generalizations of harmful practices

As discussed above, not being reliant on guilds seems to make people less
motivated to create and maintain them, which is leading some players to experience
a growing lack of communal feeling in the game. Working together with a random
group of people each time you begin a new task in principle creates more anonymity,
which can help people feel safer online, according to research discussed in section
2.2. However, in my research materials, people with social anxiety believe the
anonymity seems to make people more likely to criticize each other harshly – a
practice which they frame as a central social issue in WoW. Research into
anonymity and online aggression shows this perception to be accurate (Zimmerman
& Ybarra, 2016). Engaging in play with previously known players is also not
perceived as entirely safe, since failure in gameplay tasks may result in losses such
as being denied further opportunities to play in a group.
In the following, a more nuanced picture of the experience of social anxiety is
drawn. The analysis presented here is based on participant observation in the game
and elsewhere online, including materials some of these guilds have shared online.
6.3.1 Avatar as an extension of physical self
In section 4.3 I discussed the concept of movement in the game, both physically
and narratively, as an example of the processes of enskilment players go through in
WoW. Here I wish to again return to a discussion of the avatar in order to consider
it as an extension of the physical self in the game space – one which functions as a
representation of gamer identity through the display of skill. At this point in my
analysis, I want to conceptualize the awareness that action as an avatar is
performative as a discourse which is present when players generalize
understandings about harmful practices in the game.
In the following extract, I have been playing with a new night elf hunter
character and completing many of the same quests another new night elf avatar has
been completing. There had been a pause in me playing the game, and I was having
to relearn some of the controls.
[40]
I tried to jump over a fence and got stuck there. It was humiliating, I wanted to
log out, but I turned around in every direction to make sure no other player
saw me and they didn’t. (research notes)
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As discussed in section 4.1, skill in gameplay is more than being able to use the
gameplay interface yet becoming able to use the interface is an important part of
the process of enskilment which a player undergoes. Despite being comfortable
playing the game and enjoying it considerably, compared to a skilled player, I might
feel less familiar with the surroundings, taking less than optimal routes from one
spot to the other, or I might feel my use of my abilities to kill mobs (targets) is less
than perfect. As a physical extension of a player in the virtual world, the ways in
which an avatar moves and acts in the environment comes to represent the player
and their identity to others, whose presence is felt as a silent audience (Schiano,
et.al., 2014). As Jones and Hafner (2012) note, games such as WoW require a
marked skill set. This learned expectation is present when engaging in moments of
civil inattention (Goffman, 1963, see section 6.1.1) with other players online.
Here I have used an extract from my research notes as an example of this
expectation of skill at a time when another players’ presence creates the sensation
of having an audience. As a player, it is always possible I have misunderstood the
best way to use an ability. For instance, as a hunter I use traps, my magical bow
and arrow and my pet’s attack abilities to bring down targets. Traps can stop a
creature and do damage to it over time but are usually destroyed if other damage is
dealt to the creature. Before I understood this, I often would stop a target using a
trap, then set my pet to maul the victim, rendering the trap useless – then proceeding
to do the same thing to the next creature. This means I am deploying my skills in
less than optimal order, not producing as much damage as I could and using more
resources than I should, were I to play optimally. I am always aware that others
around me can look at how I play and judge my skill based on how I act, in the
same way I can evaluate other players’ skills. Players skilled with their class move
in an efficient way and have a carefully thought out strategy for using their skills.
The development of skills – and therefore, which skills an avatar of a certain
level can be expected to have – is another way in which a player’s avatar as a
physical extension of them in the virtual world can display enskilment in the game.
Avatar skills are developed by placing points on a skill tree. Points are awarded
automatically by the game as the avatar gains experience through gameplay. Skilled
players understand the gameplay implications of how they advance their skills,
choosing to allocate experience points in specific skills that will be necessary later
on in the game, whereas I cannot be bothered to find out what any of it really means
and make my choices based on what sounds fun. Enskilled players know where in
the game world they can find whatever it is they need to find, remembering names
of places and people, knowing how to use maps and different modes of
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transportation. They also know where to find this information when they need to.
They maybe have completed many or most of the quests before and may now be
simply running through the game on autopilot on their way towards the new, or
newer, end-game content. Players undergoing the process of enskilment might
struggle with any number of these aspects of the game, which is clearly visible in
how they play the game.
These conceptions of how enskilment is physically visible arise from my
participant observation in the game. In the following, I will explore how other
players generalize about harmful practices in the game.
6.3.2 Player-identified harmful practices
Over the years, several guilds have been founded in WoW for the express purpose
of creating spaces for players who are nervous of social interaction in the game. In
section 6.1, I discussed the multifaceted nature of that social interaction for the
general player population. The following analysis will draw to light further
understandings and definitions of social anxiety as understood by players who selfidentify as such. These understandings emerge in counterpoint to players’
descriptions of the practices which can be expected to occur in certain gameplay
situations and through certain social dynamics.
One such European guild, Paranoid, has a website like many larger guilds.
Theirs includes a page titled “Our Ethos” (Paranoid, 2019) or “the distinguishing
character, sentiment, moral nature, or guiding beliefs of a person, group, or
institution” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.):
[41]
Paranoid is a no-pressure guild and we have completed several current raids.
We don’t demand you have your mains with us, we don’t ask you to read tactics
and/or watch videos (I know it doesn’t help me at all!), we don’t care if you
make a mistake that wipes the raid (seriously, we’re too busy worrying about
our own mistakes), we won’t think badly of you if you suddenly need a break if
you can’t take it anymore and it won’t cost you a raid spot. If you’d like to join
with an alt and raid with us on a main, that’s fine!
We aimed to bring a bunch of people together who get this. Really get it. We
want to play with the like-minded, who also sometimes say: “I’m out of social
energy. I have to go” or “I need to turn off gchat for a while.”
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Throughout the text, the guild is contrasted with other guilds in a number of ways.
By saying this guild does not “demand you have your mains with us”, the guild is
contrasted with guilds who do demand this. Mains refers to main characters, the
avatars which players have advanced the furthest or which they spend the most time
playing. Some guilds do not want players to join with an alternative, or less
important, avatar, because that would make it more likely the new guild recruit is
not engaged enough with the guild; players are accepted into these guilds on the
condition that they are willing and able to devote themselves to the guild. Placing
demands and expectations on players, such as these, create responsibility and lessen
the possibility of participants to take agency in curating their social experience in
the game.
“We don’t ask you to read tactics and/or watch videos”, the ethos reads,
whereas some guilds do ask players to do these things. Raiding typically entails a
group of players facing off an enemy, and each enemy presents a unique game-play
challenge. In practice this means that players must have a varied and complex set
of skills. At the basic level, they have to know where their avatar must be at any
given time in the physical space of the game. Many things happen very quickly on
the screen, and players must be able to use their skills equally quickly, know who
or what to target, how to time their actions and so on. In some guild, there is an
expectation that players study the game-play tactics for each raid, then come into
the game ready to fulfill their roles. The text offers a recognition that this style of
studying by oneself does not suit everyone – another option may be to have
someone teach, explain, show or otherwise guide a player through content they
have not seen before and do not know how to approach. This option takes time that
could be otherwise spent in the game or may even involve failing tasks as players
learn. Here, referring to the writer in the first-person singular creates closeness “(I
know it doesn’t help me at all!)” as does the admission of not being able to carry
out this task sometimes expected in the game. The tone of confining here, in the
context of discussing the guild as a whole, invites the reader to see themselves as
potentially a part of the group.
In reference to the practice of criticism, the guild ethos says, “we don’t care if
you make a mistake that wipes the raid”, again presupposing that some guilds do
care. Guilds are, naturally, groups of people, so it cannot be said that a guild as an
entity comprising of all its parts does anything. Instead it should be said that the
interaction order in some guilds engaging in raiding in the game is such that people
are expected to perform in a certain way, and failure to do so can lead to social risk,
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which in this case entails criticism or losing the chance to participate in further
activities within the guild.
The text frames Paranoid as a community of practice which is in contrast with
other guilds, giving a list of the elements of guild and raiding interaction orders
which create pressure on players. By verbalizing these contradictions, the ethos
places much importance on discursively dismantling the pressure created by
placing demands on players. The importance of doing this suggests that the felt
pressure to do certain things or in certain ways has a role in players experiencing
social anxiety in the game, a role which guild members assess to be important to
finding unity in a shared understanding of social anxiety.
In the following example from a forum post, a player is advertising Swords for
Everyone, another guild specifically for people with social anxiety. They are
placing emphasis on the internal reality of experiencing social anxiety in the game
in order to underline the intent of the guild, which is to “establish a support network”
for the socially anxious.
[42]
WHO WE ARE
We are a guild for those with social anxiety. Our goal is to create a no-pressure,
judgement-free environment that enables members to explore aspects of the
game that they have previously been kept from experiencing. Nothing is worse
than not being able to do something in WoW (or any video game, or real life,
for that matter) because you’re just too afraid or because you don't have
anyone to turn to. Our intent is to establish an atmosphere, and even more so,
a support network, that empowers those who are paralyzed by social situations
and allows them to come, play, and be as they are. (1)
The post begins with a statement of intent: their goal is to allow “members to
explore aspects of the game that they have previously been kept from experiencing”.
This is coupled with placing blame on the issue through the passive construct “have
been kept from experiencing”, which clearly indicates the socially anxious are not
to blame themselves, but someone or something else is. The post employs a tone of
empathy, stating “nothing is worse” than not being able to play or do other things
“because you’re just too afraid or because you don’t have anyone to turn to.”
Having now established the problem to be solved, the guild advertisement shares
the solution, which is to “establish an atmosphere, and even more so, a support
network”. The writer first describes the guild as having a supportive atmosphere,
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creating a sense of overall easygoingness, but then emphasizes the more concrete
concept of a support network.
The writer does not refer to themselves as an expert through experience, but
instead offers a list of the kinds of things players with social anxiety may experience
in the game.
[43]
WHO WE'RE LOOKING FOR
Anyone who has social anxiety (or a similar social disorder) who wants an
understanding community to play WoW with. If you're someone who:
-

is terrified of public chat channels, including Vent (Mumble, Teamspeak,
etc.)

-

starts hyperventilating when a dungeon or BG queue pops

-

has avoided large chunks of game content because of other players

-

immediately logs off for the rest of the day (or week) after a wipe because
you fear that it was your fault

-

is nervous and sweaty just thinking about applying to this guild

-

experiences any other irrational (but entirely understandable) anxiety
because of interactions with other players

then you're probably a perfect fit. There are no specific requirements to join,
aside from a completed application. (1)
This demonstrates a basis for the claim that they want the guild to have an
atmosphere of support, and therefore acts as encouragement for players to join the
group. The post combines a formal tone (using phrases such as “social anxiety (or
a similar social disorder)”, “hyperventilating”, “irrational (but entirely
understandable) anxiety”, “interactions”, “no specific requirements to join, aside
from a completed application”) but combines these with the description of the
physical manifestations of anxiety, lending the latter an air of credibility.
Through these examples, we can see that socially anxious players are acutely
aware of the social dynamics which cause issues for them and can find unity in not
only gatekeeping what counts as social anxiety, but in actively rejecting and
disrupting these harmful dynamics. In this way, by banding together players
actively disrupt the discursive connections between game play skill and social
ability.
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6.4

Rejection of interaction orders as a practice of creating safe
space

In the preceding analysis, my navigation (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) of this nexus
of practice shows that the issue of social ability as a category of social difference
is complex. It is an entanglement of the participants’ relationships and discourses
both local to action and present widely in the game culture. Together with the
expectations socially anxious people hold towards themselves and the fears they
have about their safety online, the actual practice of criticism, the expectations for
player performance and player roles in guilds emerge as central elements which
create difficulties for players with social anxiety.
The figure below brings together the elements of action present in the moment
of criticism, as players describe it.

Fig. 13. Elements of criticism.
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WoW is an environment which enables anonymous contact with others. The
abilities of enskilled players to recognize skilled play, and beliefs about what kind
of other characteristics are related to skill, coupled with the gameplay requirements
for that skilled play, are present when players assess each other as valued or
unvalued peers in the game. Unmoderated text chats used while forming groups
with strangers enable players to enforce the mutual responsibility to play in a skilled
way, for instance, through the practice of criticism. Criticism is also a recognized,
accepted practice in guilds, which expect players to be high-performing due to
gameplay-oriented motives of play. At the same time, discourses about social loss
in WoW are circulating in the game culture in connection with the thought that
WoW has been deliberately changed to suit the needs of players choosing not to be
social.
From my point of view as a researcher, playing games can be seen to be social
in multiple ways. Game culture continues to sprout different venues for players
interacting not only through but about gaming. Even for single-player games, the
online social environment, with its myriad practices of sharing game experiences
in videos, by reviewing games, creating guides and other game materials etc.,
guarantees that any game may have a social aspect if the player wishes so. As they
play, they may anticipate connections with others about the gameplay experience,
and they may project their thoughts backwards and make connections from the now
to the past where they have previous experiences related to the game.
Even the act of playing alone can be seen to be social, as in doing so a person
is engaging with the game content produced by game designers. Players cognitively
interact with discourses in place in the game, questioning some and accepting
others, taking some from it as now part of their historical bodies. Their action of
engaging with the content also supplies demand for more content.
WoW design itself positions the game as an environment where social
interaction is not only acceptable but, at times, necessary to advance in the game.
Therefore, from a game designer perspective the interaction with other players is
part of the game content the design affords – or provides. Yet making social
interaction necessary in the game places socially anxious people at a disadvantage
both in gameplay advancement and in enjoyment of the game.
Over time, WoW designers have attempted to rectify this by removing the need
to build solid, lasting relationships in the form of guilds, and by adding solo-whilein-group features, with which a player can be grouped with others with a click of a
button, in order to complete a group task in the game. This has had two
unforeseeable results which became apparent in my analysis: one has been the
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development of the practice of harsh criticism towards anonymous strangers, and
the second, a felt loss in the not only social but communal side of the game. This
has occurred even though the tools for creating and maintaining strong relationship
ties with other players remain intact. For some players, however, while being social
was desirable in WoW, without the game design enforcing social interaction, they
do not have enough motive to socialize.
The discourse of the importance of being social on WoW has been coupled
with a new discourse of the sociability of WoW being lost. The ability to be social
emerges as a category of social difference in this environment where the inability
is discursively positioned as a cause for large-scale communal upheaval.
The game designers are asking players to take part in a new kind of sociability,
creating non-permanent chatrooms in the form of raids and dungeons. Arguably
these design choices have created freedom for players, which for some allows a
more comfortable play experience. Yet for others, it feels like a loss, as the former,
stricter environment created social guidelines which were helpful in creating the
kind of gameplay atmosphere they enjoyed. Changing the game has created
resentment from parts of the player base towards those for whom they perceive the
changes were made, that is, those who do not wish to be social. Enabling the
freedom for them to participate has made their presence visible, whereas the earlier
design of the game cast their needs, and by extension, them, as invisible.
For some, this visibility has given an explanation as to why the game now
feels less social. This belief seems to be present when players express wishes that
those who cannot be social should not play the game – despite the fact that WoW
affords the creation of overlapping and adjacent communities of practice suitable
for all who wish to participate in them. Some players also express wishes that the
anxious would learn to play the game, thus alleviating them of their anxiety,
demonstrating a misunderstanding of the nature of the disability.
Players who struggle with the interaction in the game are entering the
environment as ‘the other’. The other always exists, as there are few places where
there are not marginal groups present. There is the group in focus, whose agentivity
is recognized in the design of places online and offline, and there is the other. This
is visible in some urban settings which have been designed with ambulatory people
in mind and do not easily allow movement using different equipment such as
walkers or wheelchairs. In a school setting, teachers are traditionally more agentive
than students, who have more agency than, say, the cleaning staff, whose role is
supportive. Though from their point of view, the school is their work environment,
it is not one where they are generally expected to be visible and central, at least in
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the cultural settings with which I am familiar. These expectations and resultant
ways of being in spaces often clash.
Anxious players form communities within the larger whole where they may
conceive of the origin of the community as residing in their otherness, and where
they redraw the rules of the social game to suit their own needs, expressly rejecting
that which is harmful or undesired in the community at large. In this way the game
space is divided into social mirror images. How large these are is not the point, it
is that the game affords these divisions, creating infinite digital space for all to coexist. The participation of some players is a given in the environment, while for
some the participation is an act of will over the dominant discourses in the
environment.
Players are taking space or interacting with the environment in a way that
creates a suitable bubble. That is, they are actively curating their social experience,
as was discussed in section 2.5.1. As they are doing so, they are reproducing some
aspects of the interaction order and rejecting, contesting, and not taking up others.
That is, they are rejecting parts of the game where it is socially acceptable to
criticize others harshly and where high-level performance in game activities is
expected, with social consequences for failure, such as the loss of the opportunity
to participate in group activities in the future. In this, they are taking similar action
than women and LGBTQ players who have also created guilds as safe spaces, as
well as players whose guild activity is not based around an identity, but merely a
wish for a peaceful, respectful coexistence.
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7

Discussion

In the previous three chapters, I analyzed the rhizomatic (Pietikäinen, 2015)
connections between the physical world of World of Warcraft, its mediational
means and embedded discourses (Scollon, 2001b), and the player action taking
place in the game world and outside it at sites of player culture (Taylor, 2006a). The
goal of this analysis was to trace the movements and relations of discourses and
actions relating to player norms, motives and accepted social arrangements, with
the purpose of teasing out the concrete ways in which categories of social difference
played a role in player action. This was done to present the issue of inequal access
to gaming from several angles, following the nexus analytical approach (Scollon &
Scollon, 2004) of generating members’ generalizations, neutral observations, and
individual members’ experiences (Scollon and Scollon, 2004, p. 158).
When it comes to the issue of gender inequality in WoW and gaming in general,
this study has ample support from existing research, which has studied gender and
gaming from multiple angles (see 2.1). Nevertheless, using nexus analysis, I was
able to bring together several strands of previously unconnected research on
gaming and gender and interrogate how player action, game design, game-play
mechanics, game advertising, and so on, create elements which are all present at
moments when female players face opposition. The aim was to do this without
suggesting the social actions studied are universal or that they represent malice
from the gamer community, which would be both unhelpful and questionable in
terms of research ethics. Instead, I strove to analyze the question of gender
inequality through compassion to work toward change. The nexus analytical angle
to social ability in gaming is a novel one, given how little qualitative, constructive
research has gone into social anxiety online.
Furthermore, I was able to show how nexus analysis can be used to regard
different categories of social difference as socially constructed, learned practices. I
will come back to this point at times as I now discuss the results of the analysis.
Though these divisions are not clear cut, by and large, chapter 4 focused on
how categories of social difference have been embedded in World of Warcraft,
chapter 5 considered how relevant discourses emerge in player action, and chapter
6 further discussed how players subvert categorization and reject the ways of
interacting which are otherwise available in the game. I explored these topics with
the following questions in mind:
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1.
2.
3.

How do discourses on categories of social difference flow in World of Warcraft
player culture?
What roles do categories of social difference take in player practices?
What enables participation in an environment where categories of social
difference are socially relevant?

Here I will consider the answers each chapter of analysis provides for these
questions and draw connections back to the theoretical underpinnings of this work
(Chapter 2). Finally, in section 7.4, I will draw together some general notions drawn
from discussion about World of Warcraft as action.
7.1

How do discourses on categories of social difference flow in
World of Warcraft player culture?

As I discussed at the beginning of this work, nexus analysis considers action in
time, not only at the moment it occurs (Scollon, 2001b). That is, the goal is to map
out the trajectories which take discourses in their many roles from the past into a
moment of action, and onwards from that moment. Through my analysis, I showed
ways in which discourses on categories of social difference are historically present
at many levels of action, both in society at large and specifically in WoW game
culture. From there, they are part of the historical bodies of gamers, game
developers, marketers, game company leaders, journalists and so on. My analysis
focused on how gamers themselves assert and question these discourses in social
action. In the analysis, I also discuss frozen action (Norris, 2004) visible in game
design and marketing (see 5.2). As I note in section 5.4, these design and marketing
decisions are brought about through the nexus of practice of game design and
development, which I have not analyzed in this work. In it, discourses of capitalism,
commercialism, marketing, game genres, and workplace relationships,
relationships to audiences, other medias and interest holders, as well as game
design tools with their affordances, and any number of other realities can be thought
to influence game design decision, in addition to what the designers themselves
individually believe.
Some of these relationships, including the complex processes through which
WoW is developed, are outlined in the figure below.
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Fig. 14. The connections of WoW development and player action.

Player action is also seen here as influencing how WoW is developed. The
possibility of further research in this area is discussed in the following chapter.
Nevertheless, discourses of gender and ability have been embedded in WoW as
designed mediational means (Scollon, 2001b) through these processes.
Zooming out (Scollon & Scollon, 2004) from player action is necessary to
understand how larger societal discourses become embedded in the game – both
through player historical bodies, but also in the game development practices which
are visible in the discourses embedded in the game. These are also present in the
mediational means of the game: its avatars, social interface and gameplay interface.
These connections are how discourses on categories of social difference flow in the
game. The flow occurs not only from the developers of the game, but also through
player action. Both the environment and the players in action employ and recreate
discursive delineations between groups of people.
I began the consideration of discourses on categories of social difference in
WoW first by taking a wide perspective, and discussing societal intersections of
discourses related to gaming, gender and ability, as they occur in this European
context. I showed how discourses of masculinity and ability are interlinked with
discourses of gaming and skill, whereas discourses of femininity and inability are
not (see section 4.1). This lack of connection is not neutral, as it places women and
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players with social dis-ability outside some of the anticipated interaction orders in
the game.
The discussion of wider societal discourses and their entanglements provides
an understanding of player historical bodies with which they engage player culture.
These Discourses (Gee, 1990) are also present in WoW player culture, which has
been born in the world these discourses are present in.
I then took movement in the game, both physically and in the narrative of the
game, as an example of player enskilment (Blommaert & Huang, 2009). In the
process of enskilment players learn a complex set of skills for engaging with the
game itself, but they also learn how to relate to one another in expected ways in the
game. Through enskilment, they learn what kind of interaction orders (Scollon,
2001b) can be expected to occur in the game, and what their roles are in these
interaction orders. Part of this enskilment is the understanding of gaming as a
phenomenon – the entanglement of discourses and practice related to gaming –
which is unrelated to femininity and disability.
Players come into the game equipped with different stores of knowledge and
skillsets based on their past experiences, which not only entail knowledge about
gender and ability, but also knowledge about the genre of the game and its
conventions, the technological aspect of game playing, physical abilities such as
the use of senses or manual dexterity and so on. As I note in section 4.4, players
become enskilled through a process of not only playing the game, but also by taking
in representations of the game, the people in it, and the appropriate ways of being
in it. They have beliefs about what gaming is, what it is for and who does it. Some
of these beliefs entail understandings about women and about ability, and their
relationship to gaming.
In short, the flow of these discourses in WoW player culture is multidirectional,
or rhizomatic. In this sense, this study differs from previous game research which
has focused on either player practices or game design in an attempt to explain
inequality in gaming (see, e.g., Miller & Summers, 2007; Burgess, Stermer &
Burgess, 2007; Beasley & Standley, 2002; Dill & Thill, 2007). Discourses on
categories of social difference are embedded into the game environment through
the actions of game developers. They are taken up as ways of social ordering
(Berger & Guidroz, 2009) in action, which I will discuss in the following.
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7.2

What roles do categories of social difference take in player
practices?

Discourses on gender and ability are linked in WoW game culture with discourses
of skill and gamer identity. Beliefs about how differences in skill are visible and
what creates them, as well as different experiences of how the differences affect
game play, are part of the entanglement (Raudaskoski & Klemmensen, 2019) of
discourse and action emerging in and from the game. Both discourses on gender
and discourses on social ability emerge in the analysis as tools with which players
justify rejecting others as valid parts of the game community. Female and socially
anxious players are discursively depicted as socially disruptive (see 5.3.3 and 6.2)
not as individuals, but as representations of qualities attributed to them. Socially
anxious players are seen as part of the reason why the social interface of the game
has been developed, over time, towards a model which enables single gamers as
opposed to favoring group activities. Women, then, are positioned as morally and
behaviorally unsuited for the interaction order of camaraderie that is preferred in
the game. Women’s presence, coupled with the discursive gender perception of men
as unable to control themselves, is seen to disrupt relationships between mutually
equal hetero males.
In addition to a perceived disruption to preferred social dynamics, both
femininity and social anxiety are linked with inability to play the game. Femininity
is presented as, ipso facto, incompatible with gaming skills, whereas anxiety is seen
as a result of lack of skill. These discourses on femininity are brought up in
justification of practices which position women as outsiders through humor and
harassment. These practices are often discussed from the point of view of women
in research (see, e.g., Cote, 2015). Harassing others is also justified in terms of
perceived lack of skill. Players with social anxiety refer to this practice, and their
self-identified definition of the social category of socially anxious people.
This brings us to the final question explored in this dissertation which
considers the ways in which players find ways of participating despite the tensions
in the social dynamics of the game.
7.3

What enables participation in an environment where categories
of social difference are socially relevant?

My analysis shows that players have complex understandings of social practices in
WoW. These understandings go beyond simply regarding one another in different
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social roles, which has been a finding in earlier research (Schiano et al., 2014; Yee,
2006). They rely on these understandings in curating their social experience in the
game, as was also discussed in section 2.5.1. It is this curation which enables their
participation in an environment where categories of social differences are applied
as ways of organizing interaction. Recognizing the social dynamics, or interaction
orders, in which harmful practices occur, socially anxious players are able to use
their categorization as socially different to justify the rejection of those interaction
orders and establish their own. Through this rejection and recreation, they are able
to establish a sense of community (Martinviita, 2016; 2017). Individual female
players also learn to recognize the socially and materially established social
dynamics in which it is safe to come out of the internet anonymity closet as female.
Elsewhere, they avoid situations in which this would be revealed, which could
subject them to harassment. As WoW is a gender salient environment (see 5.2),
gender discourses are brought up and used in many ways in the absence of known
presence of female players. Female players cite this as a reason for entirely
abstaining from using parts of the social interface in WoW, whose affordances as
mediational means allow for unmoderated gendered humor and other harmful
practices. Socially anxious players also avoid engaging with other players through
these mediational means.
Players, on the other hand, are able to also use their enskilment, and resultant
understanding of WoW social dynamics, to create safe spaces for themselves in the
game.
7.4

World of Warcraft as action

As WoW is a game, its developers and players approach it with certain
understandings of how to relate to it. The expectation of having fun while playing
is embedded in the environment as a discourse in place, through the very fact of it
being gameplay. Players are supposed to have and enquire considerable skill as part
of their historical body in order to be able to play the game. Due to the genre of the
game alone, the game is expected to be social in nature: WoW as a massively
multiplayer online roleplaying games was created as an environment which favored
close ties (Ryberg & Larsen, 2008) and co-operation between players. As I have
shown, the exact understanding of the social aspect of WoW vary between players.
Here I have outlined WoW as action as discussed above, based on Scollon &
Scollon’s (2004) way of depicting elements of action.
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Fig. 15. WoW as action.

However, it is in the intersection of these three expectations that categories of social
difference emerge as useful tools in social interaction, for some players: gender and
social ability are both discursively framed as factors which influence whether or
not a player can participate in a community which is centered around having fun
together with other skilled players.
Here, both gender and ability emerge as aspects of humanness which are
constituted in action. Gender is more than performance (Butler, 1990), it is also the
receptions (Kessler & McKenna, 1978), and rejections of aspects of that action. For
a player, her gameplay prowess may be a part of her femininity, but for another
player, the two may be wholly unconnected or even at odds, creating a mismatch
between how the player perceives the meaning of her own gender and how it is
perceived by others. The same process is at work with ability, where a player may
be aware that he is an excellent player, but is afraid of criticism from others, and
another player sees that fear as a suggestion of lack of skill.
Yet the same environment, when approached differently, affords the rejection
of harmful interaction orders, and the careful curation of ways of doing and being
together that are fruitful to a sense of security in the online environment.
Gender, race, sexuality, or ability are none of them inherent qualities in a person
but are created in the interaction between people. As discussed in section 2.4.2, our
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ability or inability to participate in different spaces are built into our environment
and our society, rather than being inherent in a human condition.
Nexus analysis has served to draw these distinctions to light, precisely because
it is able to consider both the designed environment and emergent player culture as
an entangled whole, as Taylor (2006) suggests should be done.
Taking a critical inspection of analytical presuppositions, we can see that to
start off with, I looked at gaming from the perspective of all involved striving to
participate in, essentially, the same activities. This perspective brought social
practices of resisting entrance to focus. Then, looking at gamer activity from the
perspective of creating safe space - from the perspective of everyone involved
having agency to create their own interaction order - different social actions emerge
as important: those of creating or taking space and actively constructing interaction
orders characterized by equality (between peers), support, openness and so forth.
The game world begins to appear as does the offline world: groups of people coexist,
often in the same spaces, and come into contact at certain points, where friction
may occur.
Change
NA as a research approach is always interested in creating social change. It is one
thing to state these issues, but how to change them? Based on this research, it seems
that many things could be done differently in game design that could interrupt these
practices and discourage them from forming in the first place. New character design
could position all characters as equals without any of them being overtly sexualized
through bare skin and unrealistic body plans. This would distance the game world
from the offline world where discourses of sexualization do occur. This would, in
its part, disrupt the inflow of offline gender discourses discussed above, since it
would not be immediately clear from the surroundings that this is an environment
where those discourses are a useful tool for understanding the world and
participating in it. A clear stance against sexism from the game developers, which
could be visible in the form of chat moderation in the everyday game world
experience, would disrupt the discourse itinerary in which players see these
practices, learn them and repeat them as part of the accepted social practices in the
game culture.
Furthermore, as was briefly mentioned above, the game developers have
brought into effect grouping functions which bring together players who are
strangers to one another. This has probably been done in an effort to help players
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who cannot or do not want to find a place in social groups in the game. However,
this has at least in part had the opposite effect, since anonymous chat functions and
lack of moderation bring out exclusionary practices in people. Opponents are
bullied more than teammates (Ballard & Welch, 2015) - and players are viewing
themselves more and more as entrepreneurs who are in opposition rather than in
co-operation with one another (Braithwaite, 2018). While not a perfect solution by
itself, encouraging social cohesion decreases anonymity among the players, which
increases social responsibility for one another.
In some sense, this is a self-correcting problem. For instance, guilds also allow
the creation and experience of safe environments, as player 3 states below in
example 28.
[44]
There are people (kids, I hope) who will react to a female by attempting to flirt
/ sexual comments. Also the forums are filled with debate over whethre women
/ girls can even really play :P running my own guild however, I've never had
much issues with sexism in the game (3: female, Europe, 30-34)
After all, there has long been evidence that gaming culture is becoming less
gendered and more open to female access (Bryce & Rutter, 2003), as games allow
spaces for female players to participate safely. Growing numbers of players of other
genders are also normalizing their own presence over time.
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Conclusion

This work shows how nexus analysis can be used in researching games in a way
which creates understanding of so called emergent player culture (Taylor, 2006a)
as an entangled, complex rhizome with elements from game design and the
processes leading to the design, as well as game culture outside the game space
itself. Seen nexus analytically, gaming and players are firmly in the world, rather
than existing in a semiotic vacuum. In this way, this dissertation is continuation of
the work which has been done previously in order to understand gaming in terms
of social dynamics and technological artefacts as intermingled.
Nexus analysis has been applied here at the intersection of online space and
intersectional understanding of societal inequality. The findings add to a growing
understanding of technology-rich everyday life as historically and materially
situated. The analysis of social anxiety as a category of social difference added to
the growing body of work (Clinkenbeard, 2019) on how societal invisibility can be
detected and understood online. With the growing importance of online
environments at every level of society, online emergence of social invisibility
should be understood better. This work shows that considering gender and ability
as categories of social difference which are established in action allows for a
concrete way to grapple with the complexities of how inequalities are intermingled.
This work took the form of a monograph to allow for the research narrative to
evolve as a whole. This approach fitted well with my take on nexus analysis, in that
it allowed for a rhizomatic, multi-sited approach to following the analysis.
Many delineations were necessary, nevertheless. Continents on Earth have
their own World of Warcraft servers, dozens each, though a person in Europe can
create an account and play on a North American server, and vice versa. Because of
this, players one meets in the game can theoretically be from anywhere on the globe.
The players’ national background necessarily has an impact on their historical
bodies and how they act or anticipate action. Yet, differences in national
backgrounds does not arise as a prominent element in the analysis, and as such, I
have ruled this factor outside the realm of this study. The lack of presence of
different national or otherwise local cultures is likely due to my research being
located on an American/European server and on English-language forums and other
online sites, while there may be other sites that may be out of my reach due to lack
of understanding or ability to search for them and study them.
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Gaining access and researching the actions of a guild for socially anxious
people would have given valuable further understanding of how they shape the
online environment to their liking. This would warrant further research yet.
Ethnographic approaches to human sciences turn their weakness into their
strength, seeking objectivity through the acknowledgement of subjectivity in all
research matters. I have attempted to make my subjectivity visible candidly in this
work, in the belief that this openness has strengthened my account of WoW player
action.
Throughout this work, I have brought forth questions which could be
researched further. The development of the game World of Warcraft since its launch
in 2004 has always happened in a discussion between the game developers and the
player base itself, but the discussion is in many places rife with one-sided
frustrations. For the developers to ask questions but to not hear the answers is an
effective way to communicate disinterest and disrespect, while the players taking
part in this conversation feel themselves to be the backbone of the entire game
community. Hear our opinions, they demand, because we, the active players, keep
your community alive in content-drought – times when new content has not been
released in a while. At those times, old content has been played through by a visible
fraction of the player base, who have then dispersed to play other games, taking the
hustle and bustle of community with them. Such a discussion surrounds the issue
of guild development in WoW, discussed by Braithwaite (2018). It raises questions
of, on one hand, how to study an evolving design online, but also on the other hand,
what could be said about the felt ownership of the game and how that ownership is
built.
Emotional wellbeing and other types of ability in the context of technology
remains, as of yet, understudied. Gaming and other online applications should be
studied more in terms of how they enable equal access to different facets of life.
This could be done following the ethos of positive discourse analysis, working to
find out what the world needs more of – what works.
As always, we live in uncertain times, or in times of unwelcome certainties.
The ultimate show of technologies becoming obsolete would be the collapse of the
current world order, the internet with all its progeny becoming modern-day
dinosaurs. That which once was and ruled but is no more. Yet the study of dinosaurs
tells us things about how the world used to be and why. This has been an absurdist
account of the challenge to the relevance of this research in the fast-moving, everchanging internet era, where my object of study has changed continuously all
throughout the research process and continues to change after my work is published.
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What I hope to have accomplished, given the ever-changing nature of technology
and of action itself, is to have captured human action, which is recognizable, even
if it does not happen in the same way ever again. In that recognition, we can
understand ourselves better – understand how environments and humans act
together, be it online or elsewhere.
It takes no universalist claims to say that human action in online environments
matters. It is part of the larger weave of humanity’s shared semiotic reality, of which
few human beings are not part of in any way. What this dissertation has
accomplished, was to look at one nook of human action in a corner of the internet,
yet what can be seen in that snapshot of human action online is a macrocosm of our
society.
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Appendix: Player survey questions
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–

–
–
–
–
–
–

Gender: male / female / other
Age: 14 or under / 15-19 / 20-24 / 25-29 / 30-34 / 35-39 / 40 or older
Where do you currently live? North-America / South-America / Asia / Africa /
Australia / Europe
How long did you play or have you played World of Warcraft (WoW)? 6
months or less / 1 year / 2-4 years / 4 years or longer
Have you ever hidden your gender from other players on purpose while playing
WoW?
Why did you choose to hide your gender from other players on WoW?
Have you ever felt you were treated differently based on your gender?
In what way(s) were you treated differently based on your gender?
Do you treat other players differently based on their gender?
Do you remember noticing on WoW or in online WoW communities (such as
forums): jokes about rape / the word "rape" being used to mean winning or
owning someone / the word "rape" used in any other way while not referring
to actual rape / None of the above. (choose any that apply)
Do you remember seeing insults or jokes based on gender, either on WoW or
online WoW communities (such as forums)? *Examples: attempts to insult
someone by calling them "a girl", etc
Where did you encounter insults or jokes based on gender? (choose any that
apply) On WoW - in a guild/On WoW - in a random encounter with a
previously unknown player/On WoW - in a group/On Wow - in a zone chat/On
WoW - do not remember/know specifically/On a WoW forum/Other: Where?
(choose any that apply)
What kind of insults or jokes based on gender do you remember seeing in the
places you chose, if any?
Do you use insults or tell jokes that are based on gender?
What insults or jokes based on gender do you use/tell?
Have you ever felt unsafe on WoW?
What made you feel unsafe?
Do you have any thoughts on this survey or its subject matter you would like
to share?
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